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Argentina
World Health Organization
Lake Ridge Academy

A vaccine is a substance used to stimulate the production of antibodies and protect against
diseases. The lack of vaccinations in Argentina is a severely growing problem. As worldwide diseases
spread, so does the sickness. This topic is important for committees to address due to this widespread
problem. Since 2020, the Covid- 19 virus has affected and killed millions. Argentina has administered
more than 71 million vaccines. This growing problem must be addressed to also help citizens in different
regions. Other countries should be able to have vaccines to save the lives of civilians.
Argentina had quick action in ensuring vaccines after the recent corona-virus outbreak. Within
the first reports of the outbreak, Argentina acted quickly. With a population of over 40 million people,
action needed to be severely taken. Argentina’s first case was reported near the beginning of March, in
which the country was already prepared. Those affected were quickly quarantined and those exposed as
well; Argentina’s health care was alerted and prepared. Argentina's government played a large role in this
fight against the Covid-19 outbreak
Argentina’s economy struggled with the recent Covid-19 outbreak, with ⅓ of their citizens living
in poverty. Argentina's government spent money and time to ensure the safety of its citizens; claiming
“There is no economy without health.” Argentina’s strong leadership expressed a large role by setting up
Covid test sites for their citizens. Argentina’s government convened with businesses and health officials
to get a plan to overcome the pandemic. This plan included insuring a vaccine, testing sites, and a
lockdown. Argentina entered its first lockdown on March 19, 2020, only 16 days after the first case was
reported. After the first shipment of vaccines, Argentina acquired more than 70 million vaccines, with the
two-dose status, enough to vaccinate 80% of their population.
Argentina sustained its country throughout the pandemic, while other countries weren't very
lucky. In Yemen, a country in Africa, only 1.3% of their population revived two doses of the Covid-19
vaccine. Argentina helped those countries struggling with equitable vaccine distribution. Argentina has
addressed the problem of equitable vaccine distribution on a national level, by providing other countries
the luxury of vaccines to help their citizens. Argentina provided eleven countries with over 400,000
vaccines, helping countries be able to support their citizens. This act helps thousands of people become
vaccinated, and ensures a chance of survival.
Representing Argentina, there should be regulations on vaccine distribution. Vaccine distribution
should not rely on the economic worth of a country; rather on the population of the country. This would
ensure no countries are left with none and other countries with extra. Vaccine distribution based on
population ensures those who need the vaccine get it; no one is left empty-handed.

Argentina
World Health Organization
Lake Ridge Academy
In Argentina alone, 117,012 people have passed from COVID-19. This doesn’t even include the
5.36 million people who have suffered from this disease. Covid, like other pandemics, has ruined the lives
of many people, families, and businesses. It is not safe to continue to let citizens from Argentina and
around the world continue to live like this. There must be a way to prevent this from ever happening
again.
At the beginning of covid, Argentina immediately went into “lockdown”. This means that the
borders were closed, isolation and care given to those affected with covid, and schools, public spaces,
businesses, and buildings were closed. Despite being a poorer country, Argentina stepped up to protect its
citizens. As the rates of covid settled down, measures were relaxed in order to increase economic rates.
Argentina supplied eleven countries with 450,000 vaccines. Although Argentina was not a part of
any committees to stop the spread of pandemics, they did substantially help other countries to get back on
their feet. Argentina also became a manufacturing site for COVID-19 vaccines. Sites for creating
COVID-19 vaccines also gave many first and second doses of vaccines to Russia.
There needs to be more regulation on animal trade globally. COVID-19 originated from animals,
as they are also the main cause for spread of this disease. Argentina, along with the rest of the world,
should monitor the safety and health of the animals coming from county to country.

Delegation from: Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Represented by: Roxboro Middle School
Delegate: Cavan Bruce and Molcolm McFarland
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Distribution of Vaccines; And
Preventing Future Pandemics. Afghanistan supports finding solutions for non-equitable vaccine
distribution and preventing future pandemics, and hopes for quick and effective solutions for these
problems.

I.

Equitable Distribution of Vaccines

Afghanistan believes that the UN should equitably distribute vaccines. Millions of people have
suffered or even died from the coronavirus over just two years but recently a vaccine was made so
people are safe from this disease. There are a few countries with a lower percentile of people with
the vaccine for coronavirus than others. Pakistan continues to suffer from a deadly disease called
polio, but that problem will probably be solved very soon. The New York Times states that some
countries don’t have nearly any of their population with the coronavirus vaccine, for instance it
states that only 2.1% of Papua New Guinea’s population even has the first coronavirus vaccine
and 1.2% of the population has both of the coronavirus vaccines, even worse only 0.8% of South
Sudan’s population even has the first coronavirus vaccine and only 0.4% have both coronavirus
vaccine, and Haiti has an even less percentage overall only having 0.7% of their population with
the first coronavirus vaccine, and only 0.6% of their country’s population with both coronavirus
vaccines. This is a problem because we need to have all people with coronavirus vaccines, not just
the ones in countries that can afford them.
As you can see some countries have nearly no one vaccinated against coronavirus. The UN created
an organization called COVAX to have shipments of the coronavirus vaccine to countries that
can’t afford them. A UN representative for Afghanistan, after his country received a shipment said
“These vaccines arrive at a critical time for Afghanistan as the country faces a difficult surge in
COVID-19 infections,” And then said, “Equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines is the clearest
pathway to end this pandemic for all of us, children included.”. Also the UN has been doing polio
trials where they give polio vaccines to people in countries where polio is very common to
vaccinate countries where this is a problem, this will probably be used to fix the problem in
Pakistan.
Afghanistan believes vaccines should be given to countries who can’t afford vaccines. We believe
that COVAX should receive more funding from countries that have higher GDP per capita to
countries like those mentioned earlier in the document. The UN should use its resources to help

ship the vaccines to other countries once they are manufactured. The UN should combine resources
and have UNICEF help to ship vaccines to children worldwide considering these committees
combine to accomplish one goal in this production line would be even more effective
II. Preventing Future Pandemics
With the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, it has also become prevalent that it is important to prevent
pandemics from arising in the first place. Pandemics have affected almost every region at some
point in time, and they cause massive suffering and many deaths. The swine flu caused 284,000
deaths, and the spanish flu caused 50,000,000. They also cause economic damage; the global
economy shrunk 3.5% during the Covid-19 ongoing pandemic. Afghanistan thinks that the best
way to prevent pandemics is preventing climate change.

One thing that has been done is a push from world leaders to make a new international treaty to
improve pandemic response. Other things, according to the WHO, include the Eliminate Yellow
Fever Epidemics strategy 2017- 2026; Ending Cholera: a Global Roadmap to 2030; The Pandemic
Influenza Preparedness (PIP) Framework; and The Global Strategy for Influenza 2018-2030.

Afghanistan thinks the best way to prevent pandemics is to invest in early detection and control
systems. One of these could be a library of virus genetics, which could pinpoint where a virus
emerges early, enabling it to be contained or stopped before it grows out of control. This may
sound expensive, but according to a Harvard T.H. Chan article, it would cost only $217-279
million a year. Another strategy could be to reduce deforestation, as many new pathogens emerge
in the edges of forests where more than 25% of the trees have been cut down. One more would be
having countries working more closely with each other, for the good of everyone, instead of
focusing on their own goals. Those are some recommendations for preventing pandemics.

Delegation from: Australia
Represented by: St. Jude School
Committee- World Health Organization
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The Issues before the World Health Organization are: equitable vaccine distribution and
preventing future pandemics. Australia is determined to work alongside other nations to find a
solution to these problems.
I.
Equitable Vaccine distribution
The issue at hand is equitable vaccine distribution. This is an issue because there are lots of
countries that do not have access to the vaccine and the pandemic is continuing to spread and
is not coming close to stopping. The issue at hand has affected people all over the world.
The delegation of Australia's position on this issue is to try and get everyone possible to get the
vaccine and to try and stop this pandemic. The delegation believes that vaccinating the world is
just as important as getting the vaccine to Australia’s people. 76.3% of the delegation's people
are vaccinated. 19.6 million have been vaccinated. And there have been 41.4 million doses
given. Australia has taken many actions regarding equitable vaccine distribution. Australia has
been aiming to accelerate access to 1.8 billion COVID-19 vaccine doses for lower-income
economies. The delegates of Australia care about this issue because Australia would like to see
not only it’s people but everyone around the world getting back to their daily lives and our death
and sickness rates going down again.
Australia should continue donating money when it can to try and get other low-income countries
to get as many vaccine doses as possible. The delegates believe this to be the best possible
solution because it seems to be the best and most efficient way to get as many people
vaccinated as possible. If all countries that can afford to help do so this problem should be
solved not entirely but it should be helped as much as possible.

ll. Preventing future pandemics
The delegation of Australia's problem at hand is preventing future pandemics. It is a problem
because people all over the world are dying from pandemics. This problem affects everyone
around the world. The problem is causing people to go into quarantine and lose their jobs
because of the pandemic.
The delegation’s position is that ending this pandemic and preventing the next will build a
healthier and safer world together. Australia wants to take as much action as possible. Australia
is now better prepared now for the next pandemic. They have functioning systems to find, stop,
and prevent health threats, but they must work to maintain this level of protection for their
people. This is the best possible solution because this will most likely prevent future pandemics.
The delegates of Australia believe that when another pandemic strikes the action that should be
taken by all is mandatory vaccination of anyone in the appropriate age group. Australia believes
that isolation of people who are sick should be mandatory as well. Getting as much of the
population vaccinated as possible and taking precautions when Australia suspects things will
happen. An example of this would be a small lockdown in a district or state with a high amount
of sick people or closing places down hot spots where many have gotten sick. This is the best
solution possible because it is the only thing Australia knows at this time. The delegation will not
be able to come up with better solutions until we face this problem first hand and take action as
needed and do what is in the best interest of our country.

Country: Austria
Committee: WHO
School: Lake Ridge Academy
The committee should address this issue to help global citizen health and immunity increase and
continue. Austria does not want another outbreak and spike of COVID cases and death inside of
their country. The current policy in Austria is having everyone above the age of 12 eligible for
the vaccine.
Austria does not have enough vaccines for all of the people who are eligible for the vaccine, so
demand is very high for vaccines. Many people who are eligible for the vaccine do not have the
ability to get the vaccine, for it is hard to find a place with vaccines. Austria has made vaccines
mandatory so the vaccines are forced and distributed to all. By doing so their amount of people
vaccinated has skyrocketed.
To enter Austria the citizen needs to be vaccinated, have proof of vaccination, and provide a test
saying the citizen is negative for COVID. Austria has not been able to find enough vaccines for
all of their citizens, so they have not been able to give up any vaccines to any other country.
Austria has not signed a treaty or resolution to help global vaccine distribution. Austria has
supported the organization COVAX, which is to help the global distribution of COVID vaccines.
Austria recommends that other countries donate the extra vaccines to the struggling countries
who are not able to produce or get their own vaccines. The international community should take
after Austria, by making vaccines mandatory for people who are eligible. This would help
vaccines be pushed to other countries.

Country: Austria
Committee: Who
School: Lake Ridge Academy
As the representative of preventing future pandemics is Austria, we plan to make more laws and
precautions, so there are much fewer risks of future outbreaks like the COVID-19 pandemic.
There would be a lot of benefits around the world if we could reduce wildlife trade. Wildlife
trade is when a person gets a disease from an animal because they went close to them or
interacted with them. Since the number of animals in Austria is high, there is a lot of wildlife
trade that could happen which would lead to potential outbreaks of new diseases.
The cases in Austria have gone up ever since the initial lock-down. The government has taken
preventive measures to try and reduce the number of cases per day by mandating masks inside
stores and other places. There are over 12,000 deaths and over 1,100,000 cases out of an 8.917
million person population. The U.S. has had 6% of the population has had covid. 8% of Austria’s
population has had covid which is more than most of the world.

You can see from the graph on the left, there is a big increase in covid cases in Austria
compared to the other places listed on the graph. If we continue on this pattern, the cases
will go down in Austria. This is because of the lockdown that the Austrian government
has put in place. These actions have helped the numbers go down on an international
level. If countries continue to help all over the world, COVID-19 might not be as big of
an issue.
Our country would recommend masks be mandated even if one person is vaccinated, they are
only protecting themselves because others are not vaccinated. Every country should make a
bigger effort to vaccinate people and not over-order vaccinations so the rest of the world can
have vaccinations. This is a big problem because there is a lot of evidence showing countries
have gotten more vaccinations than the number of people that will get the shot. If these countries
donate the unused vaccinations we could be able to lower the number of cases in places where
they don’t have vaccines.
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Delegation from: Canada
Represented by: St.Jude School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
I. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
The topic at hand is how to find equitable vaccine distribution. Canada believes that we
should help vaccinate people in countries where they need vaccines like Congo, Nigeria and many
other countries. It is a problem because of not having enough money to fund the vaccine
distribution. It affects the people that do not have the vaccine or are not fully vaccinated.
Canada would like to propose that all the richer countries donate their extra vaccines to
COVAX to help countries that are less fortunate to get the vaccines. Not only Canada is affected
by COVAX but also other countries are affected by this and Canada's people are affected by it if
we don’t stop this virus. Canada has taken action by telling our people that they had to be 2 meters
away, wear a mask in stores, and to quarantine for 2 weeks. Canada cares about this issue because
they care about their people and others. They want to vaccinate their people and donate their
vaccines to other countries so that they have enough vaccines to vaccinate their people as well.
What we should do as a country is take action to make sure that everybody gets the vaccine
so that we don’t have any more COVID cases go up so that schools can stay in person and so that
we can go to sports and music events. Our solution to this is to wear a mask standing 2 meters
away and to let a certain number of people to sports and music events and we can also get large
tv’s so that we can get some people to be able to watch games. This is the best solution because
then people don’t have to get too close to each other at music, sports events, and other types of
events.

II. Preventing future pandemics
The issue at hand is to prevent future pandemics. Canada believes that in order to not repeat
this pandemic twice we need to vaccinate people to protect everyone that is most at risk. Pandemics
usually occur every three to four years so we should encounter another one in 2023 or 2024. As a
Model United nation, we are fully aware of the fact that we all have just gone through a tough
pandemic, that could have been not as harmful if we were to have more knowledge at the start of
this pandemic. Pandemics affect everyone like people in the hospital who get sick and have to stay
there longer. They also affect people in nursing homes who have weakened immune systems.
Canada feels strongly about vaccinating everyone in our country as well as everyone
outside of our country against all viruses. Canadian citizens have recently been affected by the
corona virus by not being able to visit friends and family due to them being in quarantine. We as
a country want to prevent that from happening again. Canada has mandated everyone to be
vaccinated who are coming in and out of the country from covid this past year. Canada cares about
preventing future pandemics so that we can become a stronger nation.
Since only 84.64% of Canada is vaccinated from covid, Canada feels that the Model UN
should impose a vaccine mandate for air travel to keep diseases inside the original country. A
solution that could solve future pandemics is that we could push for everyone to vaccinate people
traveling to and from countries. Canada believes that having a mandate on vaccines could make
more people want to get the vaccine to fly to friends and family.

Delegation From: People's Republic of China
Represented By: Laurel Schools
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The issues presented to the World Health Organization are; combating the threat of a future
pandemic as well as the issue of ensuring equitable vaccine distribution.
I. Preventing Future Pandemics
Preventing pandemics has been an ongoing battle that continues to affect all countries regardless
of the state of their economy. Throughout history, the world has been affected drastically by
worldwide pandemics. Roughly 5 million people in China lost their job in the first two months of
covid. In China, we took action when we first learned about the covid 19 virus. We blocked off
roads, flights and trains were suspended.
COVID-19 is a deadly virus. New variants of the virus are expected to occur. Some variants
spread more easily and quickly than other variants, which may lead to more cases of COVID-19.
An increase in the number of cases will put more strain on healthcare resources, lead to more
hospitalizations, and potentially more deaths. We suggest that we take immediate action to create
on-call scientists and doctors to prevent future pandemics.
We, the People's Republic of China, are honored to be working with fellow delegations to help
China prepare for upcoming pandemics.
II. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
The widespread concern of Vaccine Distribution in the world is a growing problem. Because the
vaccine originated from larger countries, fewer vaccines are going out to smaller countries.
Factors contributing to the lack of vaccines in lesser countries are the lack of international
transportation, and the lack of resources to attain the vaccine
The People's Republic of China would like to exercise its’ right to more vaccines. We wonder
why the vaccines should be distributed equally when some countries have a much greater
population. China thinks that we should be given vaccines that would not have been used in
smaller countries.
To ensure that the vaccines are distributed fairly, and to prevent countries from receiving too
many or not enough vaccines, China is esteemed to work with fellow mandates to create a
system to calculate how many vaccines each country in WHO should acquire. Furthermore, if the
vaccination rate changes, we can take more or give more vaccines to that country.

Delegation from: The Country of Cuba
Represented by: Kennedy Eubanks and Destiny Tchiguka of Wings Academy
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The issues before the World Health Organization are Equitable Vaccine Distribution and
Preventing Future Pandemics. With the pandemic we have in the world to this day, Cuba has
created not just one but five vaccines. Cuba didn't want foreign governments or pharmaceutical
companies to immunize its people. The Universal System has helped Cuba keep the virus under
control and quickly help create vaccines against it.
I. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
The first reported case of covid 19 in Cuba was discovered in a tourist from Italy. When the
pandemic arrived in Cuba, 4,125 patients caught covid. Out of the 4,125, there were 477 patients
sent to intensive care in 2020. When the virus hit Cuba, they set up hospitals and isolation
centers for the sick with the virus. On May 24th 2021, there were already a total of 1,941 cases
and 82 deaths to start 2021.
When there is a pandemic and or sickness going around, Cuba creates vaccines and if it works
Cuba distributes the vaccines to the people as soon as possible. Cuba has a vaccine called
Sobarena-02 that has a 92.4% effectiveness against the Flu. The Sobarena-02 along with Abdala
work against Covid as a vaccine. Cubans two or older are able to get Cuba's vaccines. Cubans
are not forced to get the vaccine but about 90% of their 11 million people population has at least
one dose of the vaccine. Masks are only needed when you're indoors with a lot of people. For
example, parties/get-togethers. Also, Cuba is offering to send doctors to countries that are
struggling with the virus.
It would be Cuba’s goal to get out the vaccines that they created to other countries. Most Likely
Cuba would use USPS Priority Mail Express International. Cuba would send doctors to the
countries that are struggling with the virus. Nearly 40 countries across five continents received
Cuban medicine during the pandemic. Since its 1959 leftist revolution Cuba has been sending
out a group called “White Coat Army.” The White Coat Army is a group of doctors from Cuba.
They are doctors that help with covid and things like that. When Cube is stable with a sickness,
they send out these doctors to help.

II. Preventing Future Pandemics
When there is a pandemic, Cuba usually starts to make vaccines. When things like pandemic or
epidemics happen, Cuba makes it law to social distance. Also, Cuba has an advantage when it
comes to taking care of pandemic epidemics. One of their biggest advantages is that they have
free universal healthcare. Then Cuba has the world highest ratio of doctors to population. Many
Cuban doctors have traveled the world.
Like most countries Cuba requires travelers to present a negative covid test. When covid broke
out Cuba was able to make vaccines very fast, even though vaccine development historically
takes years. Often Cuba would put in rules such as, social distancing, washing your hands or
sanitizing, if another country has an epidemic. If a pandemic were to hit Cuba, they would
quickly try to get rid of it as fast as possible. Then they would send the White coat army to
countries in need to ensure that the virus does not come back. Also, that is where traveling with a
negative test comes in.
If a pandemic broke out it would be Cuba’s goal to get their country together then, if possible,
help other countries. For example, with this pandemic we have at hand right now, to list a few
Cuba has helped Andorra, Italy, and South Africa. Since the country Cuba has some of the best
doctors in the world Cuba and the countries that they helped should be good with the virus. So
therefore, Cuba is in the perfect spot to be controlling the whole pandemic and help take it out of
the world. So that would be Cuba’s goal.

France
Beachwood Middle School
World Health Organization
The topics of the United Nations World Health Organization consist of: Equitable Vaccine
Distribution and Preventing Future Pandemics. France believes that vaccine distribution is key to
ending the spread of disease. In addition, the country of France vehemently believes that by helping
several health groups and reducing deforestation, we will be able to reduce the number of pandemics,
ergo decreasing the spread of decrease in the country.

I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

Due to the many illnesses our nations have faced, equitable vaccine distribution has proven to
be imperative to preventing the spread of diseases. As COVID-19 continues to ravage our countries, it
has become increasingly clear that we must improve our vaccine distribution. To halt the coronavirus
pandemic, protect lives, and accommodate a worldwide economic revival, France believes that access
to COVID-19 vaccines should be made available globally. Several nations lack the financial assets to
procure or produce ample supplies of vaccines. Consequently, the responsibility for donating vaccines
to impoverished nations lies with the affluent nations. However, even once most countries are provided
with acceptable vaccine doses, they still need to overcome the complication of dividing the vaccines
in a pragmatic method. After all, the distribution of adequate vaccines to the weaker segments of the
population and those with professions involving virus exposure is essential to ensuring the safety and
wellbeing of the entire population.
There is a push in France to have as many of its citizens receive the vaccine as possible. French
health workers administer 700,000 doses of vaccine each day, and 90% of residents have received at
least one dose. Also, President Macron's "health passes" in August dramatically increased vaccination
bookings - anyone attending restaurants, cafes, bars, or shopping centers must present a vaccination
certificate. Those over 65 who had their vaccination more than six months ago, need to get boosted by
the middle of December to keep their 'health pass' valid. As a result of this, French adults have been
fully immunized at a rate of 88%, which is among the highest in Europe. This means that an estimated
75% of the French population is fully vaccinated. In addition, the country is working to allow children
even as young as five to receive the coronavirus vaccine.
As part of the fight against COVID, France also believes that spreading the vaccine to as many
countries as possible is compulsory. After all, to achieve equitable vaccine distribution, vaccines must
not only be distributed to the prosperous countries, but also the lower-income ones. These less fortunate
countries do not have a sufficient supply of vaccines due to their economic status. The French
government became the first to donate doses of COVID-19 vaccines from the country's domestic
supply to COVAX on April 23, 2021. Through the COVAX AMC, COVAX plans to secure and
finance up to 1.8 billion vaccines for lower-income countries in 2021. In addition to this pledge, the
French president, President Emmanuel Macron, has requested that high-income nations offer a portion
of their doses to 92 needier economies qualified for support through GAVI. In response to the
announcement, President Macron said: “Our goal, with these donations, is to allow all countries,
especially in Africa to vaccinate the populations who need it more urgently, beginning with healthcare
professionals.” This is an important step towards stopping the spread of COVID.

II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

The French delegation knows that preventing future pandemics is crucial to ensure another event like
the current COVID-19 pandemic doesn't repeat. France has had to endure numerous pandemics in its
past and had been struck particularly hard during the 1832 great Cholera pandemic. The disease led to
around 20,000 Parisian casualties and over 100,000 people killed in the country as a whole. France
dealt with the problem in the most suitable way during that time, ending the pandemic before things
escalated. France has likewise suffered through the 1918 influenza pandemic, where around 125,000
to 250,000 civilians perished. France understands how to quickly take action to stop the flow of bacteria
and viruses and will be able to mandate vaccinations, mask-wearing, and social distancing if necessary
in the future.
France has experienced and knows the damage of pandemics and is in consensus with finding ways to
prevent pandemics from arising in the future. In nearly all cases of pandemics and emerging diseases,
pathogens of animal origin are responsible. France is already taking action with PREZODE
(PREventing Zoonotic Disease Emergence), which is a new French-led international research coalition
given to preventing pandemics that are transmitted via vertebrate animals to humans. This will assure
another pandemic like our present one doesn’t form. In addition, France has proposed the idea of a
high-level Expert Council. Germany has provided support and together, France and Germany will have
experts who will meet at least three times a year to give reports. These experts will research and analyze
the “available scientific information on the links between human, animal, and environmental health in
order to help policymakers make useful decisions to prevent and respond to future public health crises'
'(France Diplomacy). France is also partaking in many health and major global issue groups and is one
of the many leaders in the G7 group discussing ideas like how climate change is raising the number of
pandemics and epidemics.
France intends to enhance international health security by reducing deforestation. One of the largest
causes of disease spreading is because our forests are being decimated. When the forest in which
animals live in gets smaller, it increases the exposure between animals and humans. This raises the
probability that animals with diseases will infect humans. France has proposed several different
measures that can help put a halt to deforestation. These include stopping the importation of soybeans,
palm oil, beef, and wood because they are some of the leading causes of deforestation. By the year
2030, France hopes to have ended imported deforestation entirely. In addition, France is giving around
69 million dollars every year to help deforestation and to implement reforestation projects and will
start a zero deforestation label to help their consumers. France believes deeply in this cause and is
taking every means possible to end deforestation and reduce global pandemics.

The Delegation from: Federal Republic of Germany Bundesrepublik
Represented by: Monticello Middle School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization.
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Distribution of Vaccines and Preventing
Pandemics. Germany believes that preparation and communication among nations will ensure safety and
protect lives in the event of future disease outbreaks.

I. Vaccine Distribution- WHO
We need equitable vaccine distribution around the world. Here's why… The economy could take
a very severe hit if we don’t distribute more doses. If more people get vaccinated it will help to
stop the spread of covid as well as the possibility of creating new variants. Vaccine distribution
has been a big concern during the pandemic, and many people have been wondering how to get
vaccines out. Lots of people have been wondering how to distribute vaccines quickly and equitably
in an increasingly globalized world for future pandemics. “The World Health Organization says
nearly a dozen countries — many of them in Africa — are still waiting to get vaccines,” says
apnews.com. This is not fair or equitable. Germany, like other countries, has been hit hard with
the pandemic. Germany is currently averaging about 62,000 vaccines administered a day. We don't
even size up to our goal of 300,000 doses.
If the countries who haven't yet received the vaccines continue to be deprived of vaccines, the
economy could take a very hard hit- up to 9 trillion dollars according to the New York Times.
Germany has been trying to do its part to prevent this from happening. Germany has already given
around 175 million doses of the COVID vaccine to other countries. Germany has been helping out
its neighboring countries by donating vaccines to them. Even with these efforts the number of
Covid cases has still risen as of November 16, 2021. As well as this, Germany, like other countries,
has not been as strict about Covid safety since the vaccine has come out. Even with more people
vaccinated, Covid is still thriving.
In response to increased numbers of Covid cases it has been challenging for the manufacturers to
produce the vaccines quick enough. To slow down the spread of Covid, Germany recommends
that countries enforce mask mandates in public and limit large gatherings. As well, countries
should try to hire more workers to make and ship vaccines more efficiently. In addition to
producing more vaccines we need to establish more distribution centers that will aid in getting the
vaccines out to people. Another solution could be to provide countries with the ability and
resources to produce their own vaccines. Germany believes that by working together we can
develop successful distribution centers that will minimize the spread of the virus.

II. Preventing Future Pandemics- WHO
In the midst of the pandemic and comotion about vaccines and countries not having
enough, the questions about when the next pandemic will strike is often lost in the
conversation. In the hotter parts of the arctic circle, where temperatures are hotter than the
hottest days in the United Kingdom, melting ice caps and glaciers are releasing dangerous
new viruses and diseases. Events like pandemics and epidemics are normally set to occur
about every 100 years, but in light of the globe’s warmer temperatures that number is
guaranteed to get smaller. This is of course because of global warming, and with the world
extremely focused on the COVID-19 pandemic, it is often easy to forget how issues like
this can result in future pandemics.
The Federal Republic of Germany and many other countries have started to loosen their
grip, and have not enforced mask mandates as much as they did in March and April. This
is a problem because the pandemic is still ongoing, and it paves the way for new viruses to
be born. As of November 16, 2021, Germany’s COVID cases have gone up by a significant
amount. This has been challenging, it was stated by the WHO web page that because of
this Germany is considering enforcing stricter COVID precautions for businesses and
wearing masks in public settings. They are also considering that proof of vaccination, or
vaccine passports, will be required for entry to certain “risky environments”, and even then
people will be asked to wear masks. Germany has taken this into account, and has set up
a hub in Berlin for pandemic and epidemic intelligence.
To combat this very prominent issue, the Republic of Germany proposes that at least one
country from all four hemispheres open up disease and virus research centers much like
the one in Berlin. These centers would be open in countries' capitals, and in different
hemispheres to collect data from different climates and economic situations. These
research centers would be connected and exchange findings and work collaboratively.
These hubs would all research the following general topics:
● Developing state of the art tools that will process and analyze data for assessment
and response
● Provide partnering nations, and the WHO with these tools to act on and make
decisions on how to address outbreak and event signs
● Collect and catalyze networks developing future disease outbreak solutions.
These are things that the intelligence hub in Berlin is already researching, but with new
variants of COVID-19 and other viruses that may turn up due to the Earth’s rising
temperatures and the melting of glaciers and icecaps, Germany strongly believes
researching the topics listed above will greatly affect how the world will prepare for and
respond to future epidemics.

Delegation from: the Republic of India
Represented by: Dalayna Lemons and Chloe Bringht of Wings Academy
Position Paper for the World Health Organization (WHO)

The issues before the World Health Organization are : Preventing Future Pandemics and Equitable
Vaccine Distribution. India is trying to make sure that all states in India do not have disease and have safe
drinking water, keeping doctors around and making it essential for their citizens to eat healthy.
1. Preventing Future Pandemics
As the cycle of COVID-19 waves and emergent variants continues, there is an urgent need for India’s
government and public health responders to learn from the most recent deadly second wave. In fact,
recent reports are just starting to confirm the full extent of deaths and underreporting the masked toll of
the second wave. The second wave has also triggered a fresh wave of unemployment in the country; over
20 million jobs were lost in April and May.
The pledges, unveiled in the Indian Parliament on 1 February, were part of an overall boost in funding for
the Department of Health Research, which will receive 26.7 billion Indian rupees (US$365 million) this
year, a rise of 5.6 billion (27%) over last year’s budget.
Scientists have welcomed the initiatives, particularly the virology institutes, which will boost their ability
to study pathogens across the country. India currently has only one institute that specializes in virology
training and research, the National Institute of Virology (NIV) in Pune. “Currently, there is too much
dependence on one institute, which can cause delays,” says Anant Bhan, a global-health researcher at
Yenepoya University, Mangalore.
2. Equitable Vaccine Distribution `
About 90% of adults have received both doses and more than 99% have been partially vaccinated so far.
In January, the country began giving booster shots to healthcare and frontline workers, and those above
60 with comorbidities. Since then, more than 10 million healthcare and frontline workers and another 10
million people aged above 60 have received booster shots, official data shows.
A vaccine program for 15- to 18-year-olds also began in January - more than 75% have received the first
dose. India had a slow start when vaccinations were opened for some 960 million eligible people in
January 2021. Logistical problems, supply bottlenecks, vaccine hesitancy and a debilitating second wave
of Covid-19 during this period made the rollout harder.
India is currently using four vaccines - the Oxford-AstraZeneca jab, known locally as Covishield;
Covexin by Indian firm Bharat Biotech; Russian-made Sputnik V and now Corbevax. Covishield has
accounted for over 90% of the doses given to adults so far. Corbevax, which is a protein-based vaccine

manufactured by Biological E, got emergency use authorization from India's drug regulator on 21
February 2022 for the age group of 12-18 years.

Delegation from: the Islamic Republic of Iran
Represented by: All Saints
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The issues presented before the World Health Organization are equitable distribution of vaccines
and preventing future pandemics. The Islamic Republic of Iran is fully dedicated to leading
international cooperation in order to best protect the health of all member states and find an
effective solution.
I. Equitable Distribution of Vaccines
In 1796, the first vaccines were developed in order to help protect people from smallpox and
other diseases. Currently, vaccines are rapidly produced and readily available throughout the
world. However, some countries are not able to create vaccines because they do not have the
resources or money able to produce them. Typically, a normal vaccine takes 5-15 years to
develop and costs about 31-68 million dollars. While it usually takes a lot of time to develop a
vaccine, there are sometimes special circumstances that call for a vaccine to be developed faster.
For example, the covid-19 vaccine has taken less than a year to produce. Once the vaccine was
made, many countries were not able to effectively distribute it. Around 45.8% of the earth’s
population have received both doses of any variation of the Covid-19 vaccine.
53.3% of Iran’s population is vaccinated. This has not always been the case. Once the first
vaccines were created, Iran refused to accept any vaccines from foriegn countries. However,
many of Iran’s citizens began to become affected by the pandemic. Because of citizen influence,
Iran had to start accepting vaccines from countries such as Russia. Eventually, Iran was finally
able to develop their own vaccine and were able to vaccinate over half their population against
Covid-19. In Iran, they are now effectively distributing vaccines to their population.
Iran plans to continue producing new vaccines and distributing them throughout the country and
potentially beyond as soon as possible. Iran will continue researching the vaccines and potential
improvements in order to effectively distribute and protect the health of each and every
recognized educated citizen. Iran also plans to increase the potential for education on vaccination
and all it has to offer throughout the county. New information is always becoming available for
distribution as it is found, so education and information is Iran’s top priority. Overall, Iran plans
to do everything in its power to keep the population of Iran informed and healthy during this
deadly global health crisis.
II. Preventing Future Pandemics
Throughout the history of the human race, people have been plagued by a multitude of diseases
and other pandemic causing maladies. After the recent Covid-19 pandemic, it has become
increasingly apparent that the global community as a whole needs to be more prepared for future
pandemics. It should be kept in mind that many past global pandemics have originated from

animals, and approximately 75% of possible diseases that can be spread to humans are carried by
animals. It has become increasingly important to be able to track the movement of these disease
carrying animals in order to identify and attempt to track the spread of certain diseases. The UN
has taken action to monitor the global wildlife economy, but attempts have proven ineffective
due to bad implementation of policies at every level. CITES, the Convention on International
Trade of Endangered Species, is the primary treaty on wildlife trade but is unable to do much
because of limited funding and limits in its ability to act. Almost every member of the United
Nations is signatory to the treaty yet most of these nations are behind on their dues.
The Islamic Republic of Iran has taken action to protect its citizens from pandemics by
implementing programs to deal with pandemic outbreaks. One such protective program is Iran’s
socio-economic recovery programme against the impact of Covid-19. Additionally, the Islamic
Republic of Iran is one of the 178 signatories of CITES. Iran also partnered with The Global
Fund in 2005. As a part of this partnership, the Islamis Republic of Iran has worked with The
Global Fund to give out multiple grants to nations in need of monetary assistance. In addition to
monetary grants, this partnership has also led to the introduction and implementation for other
Global Fund projects dealing with disease prevention and treatment. The Government of the
Islamic Republic of Iran has always endeavored to ensure that knowledge and awareness is
spread of these pandemics, how they are contracted, and the best way to stay safe. The Islamic
Republic of Iran has dedicated this devotion for its citizens' safety with their plan to educate all
citizens of the dangers of AIDs and other diseases.
The Islamic Republic of Iran has continued to make an effort to eradicate these pandemics and
be a part of a global resolution. Iran supports the move to implement more programs to help
respond to and prevent modern pandemics and make people more knowledgeable about how to
respond to pandemics. Reaching out to member states in need is an integral to any possible
resolution to addressing present pandemics and preventing them in the future. By creating a basic
global outreach plan now, the global community can be implemented and possibly modified for
later use. The Islamic Republic of Iran also is dedicated to making medication to fight against
these diseases easily accessible to all member states, especially those who are most in need..

Delegation From: Italy
Represented by: Memorial Middle School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The topics being discussed in the WHO are; Equitable vaccine distribution and Preventing future
pandemics. The delegation of Italy is looking for a way to better their country and get their
people to agree with the prevention of future pandemics.

I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

In this life we live, there are problems worldwide right now. Problems that might not be solved
but can be prevented. In Italy there are problems with the way the vaccines are being distributed
and how Italy responds to these ways. Since the distribution of vaccines is so unorganized it calls
for large amounts of money and the people don't feel they should have to pay to help, because of
this most people in Italy are planning on not getting vaccines. Due to this issue the UN is
working on spreading the ideas worldwide about how everyone can have an equal share for the
chance to be vaccinated. Italy taxes the same on everyone no matter their income which would
lower class individuals in an extreme inconvenience .
Italy was heavily affected by the pandemic, and would like to limit cases by distributing the
vaccines in an efficient way. Italy was also struggling with where to get the funding for these
vaccines. In order to get the needed money Italian officials would need to raise the taxes towards
the people. By making equitable vaccine distributions Italy won’t have to struggle with not
having enough money to pay to be safe. Since Italy was so heavily affected by the pandemic
their death rate in 2020 spiked to 12.6 deaths per 1,000 inhabitants. The birth rate of Italy fell
moderately in 2020 there was 7.2 per 1,000 people and in 1971 there was 16.8 per 1,000 people.
There are many things that can be done to make for an equitable vaccine distribution. Things like
this should be free and opened worldwide for anyone less fortunate that isn’t able to pay to
support their health. Since it should be available to everyone Italy is setting up over 300 gazebos
around the country to make it more accessible. Italy has also decided to make these gazebos look
like primroses in hopes to draw people into coming to get vaccinated so they can view its beauty.
Even though Italy might be struggling with money, the government is still encouraging everyone
in Italy to stay safe and get the vaccines. By using the gazebos it makes anyone in Italy open to
the ideas of safely receiving the vaccines to make them open to everyone in a safe and accessible
way.

II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

Covid-19 had a large impact on everyone's life. Italy in specific was greatly impacted by the
pandemic. Coronavirus has brought lots of people to the realization that they don’t want to spend
their lives in their homes. Nobody would want to experience this again. Preventing future
pandemics will take easy and simple precautions. Some won’t partake in these simple, easy steps
to stay safe. Little things such as wearing masks, social distancing, and getting vaccinated can
lower the spread of disease. All these little things can help everyone each and everyday to stay
healthy and safe. Many will take these steps, these steps are to help stay safe and won’t hurt
anyone; they are only to stay safe and healthy.
Italy was immensely impacted by the pandemic, Italy’s people were forced to stay inside weeks
on end with no real social interaction. Therefore they are open to any ideas about how to prevent
future pandemics. Italy also values their communities and interacting with others, they wouldn’t
want to miss out on more time together. Due to this bacteria and disease spreading very quickly,
which makes it harder to interact and communicate with others. By preventing future pandemics
like this it will help Italy to be able to communicate with everyone and make everybody feel
safe and welcome. All these ways to limit the spread will help everyone in their own way. Italy is
very open to any ideas because they wouldn’t want to stay locked in houses instead of exploring
the beautiful country. Since Italy is so open to vaccines they won’t have a big problem with
trying their hardest to get the vaccines and stay healthy.
Many things could be done to help prevent pandemics in the future. Staying away from big
gatherings, getting vaccinated, and wearing a mask when needed will all help stay safe and limit
the spread of the virus causing less pandemics.

Delegation from: Japan
Represented by: Memorial Middle School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The topics facing the World Health Organization are as follows: Equitable Vaccine Distribution;
and Preventing Future Pandemics. Japan is focused on distributing the COVID-19 vaccine
throughout Asia and has been keeping the population as distant as possible.
I. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
With the COVID-19 vaccine’s development, the topic of vaccine distribution is even more
important. Many countries are lacking in resources to spread a working vaccine to citizens. Current
vaccine provisions are insufficient, so it seems to be necessary to create a system that will ensure
the ultimate vaccination of every person. Such a system has started to develop. Japan, Australia,
and France have donated vaccination supplies and provided support to developing countries. While
this is a good start, much more could be done about this issue. It is important to note that some
countries have vaccines, but they haven’t been effective. The spread of these vaccines is not
effective and more monitoring needs to be done on what vaccines are being spread. However, the
UN can continue to develop a way to spread this vaccine even further, and help other countries in
need, since we are in such a state of crisis.
Japan has done a good job of managing vaccine distribution, but there still is much work to be
done. In regards to their citizens, over 72% of the population has been fully vaccinated, with both
doses. They are working to make sure everybody in the country can eventually be fully vaccinated.
As well as success in vaccinating their population, Japan has also been leading Asia in medical
donations. They have donated vaccination supplies to multiple countries in Asia and provided
other forms of support to others. Originally, India was leading in providing their services, but due
to their crisis, Japan has pulled ahead in medical diplomacy. Japan can offer guidance to other
countries looking to provide support. So far they have been based mainly in Asia, letting other
countries supervise other regions. China has also tried to take this initiative, but the vaccine that
has been developed has been proven to be ineffective. Japan’s support has worked much better for
the countries that have accepted it, and they will continue to provide such services.
The solution for this problem seems clear. A system spreading a working vaccine and
accompanying support to other countries has started to form, but further development will help the
UN reach the ultimate goal of vaccinating every person. Japan is very willing to provide the
necessary support in any area that may entail. Services that have been provided already are
effective. Other countries joining the team of donors would be a good step. Countries that aren’t
facing as high a level of crisis as others, and ones that have a surplus of supplies would greatly

help this movement. If the current system keeps working, with more improvements, the hope is
that everyone can eventually be vaccinated.
II. Preventing Future Pandemics
Covid-19 has brought a threat to everyone in our nation and the entire world. The pandemic has
spread fast and people are still suffering from it almost two years later. Knowing that Covid-19
will not go away (much like the flu or the common cold) can help the understanding that
preventing a pandemic is nearly impossible, but there are ways to slow it down. There have been
many worldwide pandemics throughout history, one of the worst being the Spanish flu. There are
similar strains of this flu still around, and that is what will happen with any virus, but it is not
nearly as fatal as it was before. It is not likely to eradicate one, so prevention of future pandemics
could be thought out as minimizing strains. The original Covid-19 strain is still present, following
multiple, new strains. Social distancing and high vaccine distribution are what will lower the
infected rates. This goes with any pandemic, even future ones.
Japan has done a good job of combatting the coronavirus, and can continue to set an example for
other countries. Already, Japan was set up for success with the healthy lifestyle their citizens
typically lead. Their nutritional habits may have given them an advantage in the situation, as
opposed to other countries. Some countries with less healthy citizens have suffered greatly because
of the pandemic. Japan has put older people first in the care of people infected with COVID-19.
The lockdowns that happened were highly effective, and although people were not forced to stay
inside, most people did. Isolation was well-performed during the pandemic, and Japan was able to
keep it under control. The focus wasn’t on eliminating the pathogen, but rather adapting their way
of life to the circumstances. This strategy has proven to be effective, at least with this case.
Controlling the current pandemic is a goal of most countries at this moment in time. Some of the
strategies discovered can also help us prevent future pandemics. Countries can work towards
mirroring Japan in the areas of social distancing and lockdowns if a future pandemic were ever to
occur. Keeping a healthy diet, wearing masks, and other procedures that were practiced in Japan
prior to the pandemic have helped them keep it manageable. Hopefully, deploying these
procedures in future situations can lessen the chance of another pandemic of this level.

Molly Williams and Gwen Slabaugh

Norway
Lakewood Catholic Academy
World Health Organization (WHO)
I.

Equitable Distribution of Vaccines

Vaccines are helping to prevent the spread of diseases around the world. Polio cases have
decreased by 99% after the vaccine was distributed. Polio is an eradicable virus due to the virus'
short lifespan, however it can not be eradicated completely from the entire world until a vaccine
is distributed globally, which will eradicate polio. This demonstrates the importance of
completing vaccination efforts. The vaccine distribution process is part of a complex supply
chain with several components that need to be addressed in order to ensure equitable distribution
of vaccines.
The vaccine distribution process is part of a complex supply chain with several
components that need to be addressed in order to ensure equitable distribution of vaccines. The
first step can be accomplished by giving low income countries vaccines to establish cooperative
supply chains where vaccine parts are made in multiple countries to maximize effectiveness and
minimize costs.The first two, products and production, are focused on the acquisition of
vaccines. What matters the most in this process is the types of vaccines which are being
produced. Countries which lack the infrastructure to produce their own vaccines, or the funds to
buy them can not start the supply chain without help from a third party.
Norway is planning on using an age-structured mathematical infection model, which
evaluates the gains achievable by adopting the possible vaccination strategies to reduce COVID19, and other infections, in the current pandemic as well as future successive waves and other
pandemics in Norway. Norway explicitly considers three allocation strategies, with a single
focus group on either the older age groups at high risk of dying or the core-sociable groups at
high risk of exposure and onwards transmission, versus strategies focusing on both groups by
switching among the high-risk to the core-sociable.
Following the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (FHI) schedule, they estimated that
allocating vaccines in an age-descending order may reduce around one-third of the infections;
while strategy considering age-specific sociability may contribute to an additional ∼10% fewer
infections. A key insight of Norway’s studies is that prioritizing the high-risk and core-sociable
groups may maximize the benefit due to both direct and indirect protections, and thus achieving
the larger societal health benefits. Their analyses provide a quantitative tool to planning of future
campaigns for Scandinavian and other countries with comparable infection-fatality ratios,
demographics and public health infrastructure.
The Norwegian Institute of Public Health (FHI) has scheduled the country's Covid-19
vaccination program. The program, as broadly adopted across the world, prioritizes at-risk
groups, allocating doses in descending order of age. Of note, the relatively low mortality rate and
thus the infection-fatality ratio in Norway may implicate alternative vaccination strategies.

II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

Future pandemics provide a very imminent and unpredictable threat to the global health
community and the global economy. New diseases emerge, on average, about every 4-5 years in
the global human population. Based on this information, a new disease should appear around
2023 or 2024. While it may not be a global pandemic, taking measures to ensure a reduced
spread of the disease can prevent it from escalating to a global pandemic. Many different things
can effectively reduce disease spread. One of these things is wildlife sale control. Most diseases
that are now a part of the global population originated in the animal kingdom, and these diseases
are even more deadly because of the way they spread. Wildlife and products from wildlife are
transported to and from countries all around the world, so if an animal has a transmittable disease
or infection, they can transmit it to humans across the world. Norway is no stranger to disease
affecting their day to day life. The coronavirus pandemic caused us to go into a full lockdown,
much like the rest of the globe. We were forced to close just about everything, including
educational institutions and sports centers. The world should not have to experience something
like that again, especially due to our new knowledge of pandemics.
Global pandemics date back hundreds of years. The Justinian plague, a disease that
devastated the Byzantine empire, is a prime example of how international disease outbreaks are
not a new thing. These outbreaks happened when new groups of people came in contact with one
another for the first time. That is essentially what is happening now with zoonotic diseases
transferring to humans. The U.N believes that we should adopt a “one health” approach that
combines medical, veterinary, and environmental practices. This approach allows different
“sectors” of the health field to work together to try to prevent future spread of disease that could
lead to pandemics. They also believe we should pay careful attention to environmental health
since human health is heavily connected with it. The Kingdom of Norway agrees with this
approach, especially due to the harmful effect recent pandemics have had on our international
trade and raised concerns about our national self-sufficiency. Due partially to our geography, but
mostly because of our close cooperation between veterinary authorities and industry, we have
very good animal health. We have also implemented, along with the EU, a bill that will further
protect animal and citizen health . We have always had very good engagement in global health
due to our strong political leadership across administrations, and we hope the rest of the world
can follow and be more globally minded when it comes to health.
In conclusion, the Kingdom of Norway will be strongly advocating for the United
Nations to continue their one health approach to preventing future pandemics with additional
rules and regulations for countries that don’t attempt to follow the one health approach. The
world should not be subject to a global pandemic again and countries such as Norway will be
working hard to make sure it doesn’t. It is the responsibility of the more developed countries of
the world to come together and try to solve the impending problem of another pandemic. They
should do that by following the United Nations one health approach, and by implementing
additional resolutions that they come up with. The one health approach will provide the best
chances of avoiding another global pandemic, while allowing further research to be done on
disease prevention and control. The Kingdom of Norway hopes that the countries of the world
take a moment to step back and look at their current disease control practices. They should look
at them and try to improve them based on discoveries learned about through the Covid-19

pandemic and other recent global health crises. Doing that, and following the one health
approach, will help to ensure that a future global pandemic is stopped before it starts.

Delegation from: Republic of Poland
Represented by: Beachwood Middle School
Committee: World Health Organization
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The matters put before the World Health Organization are as follows: Equitable Vaccine Distribution
and Preventing Future Pandemics. Poland is committed in its effort to ensure absolute health and safety
for persons around the world and for those currently in need, and will continue to make strides toward
a world where disease is a thing of the past.
I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

It is the Republic of Poland’s strong belief that vaccines should be fairly and equitably distributed to
those in need worldwide. As shown by Reuters and others, the income of a country corresponds to its
vaccination rate. However, this leaves swaths of people unvaccinated and fully capable of spreading
COVID-19. This is demonstrated by the fact that the Democratic Republic of the Congo, despite
comprising over one percent of the world’s population, has only 0.5 percent of that large share of
people fully vaccinated. This makes it clear that equitable vaccine distribution is key to a healthier
world.
Poland, due to its conflict-ridden history as a border state between Central and Eastern Europe, is less
developed than its western neighbors. The resulting instability has damaged Poland’s ability to control
and fight disease, as shown by its low vaccination rate of less than 60 percent. Poland is already
working to combat this, putting into effect long-term recovery plans such as the Krajowy Plan
Odbudowy (National Reconstruction Plan) which prepare the economy for future crises thereby
allowing improved vaccine distribution.
The Delegation of Poland holds the belief that it is of the utmost importance that struggling nations
should receive adequate assistance in the distribution and administration of vaccines. The Delegation
recommends that a strategic stockpile of vaccines be created by the U.N. to serve countries in need,
specifically ones below a certain threshold of percent fully vaccinated. The distribution would rely on
a committee to communicate with the nations concerned and issue an ample supply of vaccines.
However, this method is susceptible to political interference by the countries involved, which would
likely result in inequitable allocation of vaccines. To combat this risk, trusted non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) could be supplied with vaccines to administer to those in need. By strategically
using a global vaccine stockpile and cooperating with NGOs, the U.N. can ensure that people around
the world can have equitable access to vaccines.
II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

The Republic of Poland believes that it is absolutely essential to prevent the spread of future pandemics.
Although medicine has made major progress throughout history, going from trepanning and
mesmerism to vaccines and antibiotics, there have been few attempts to prevent pandemics from
happening in the first place. With the COVID-19 pandemic destroying the world’s economy, this
shows that the issue of preventing pandemics is more important than ever.
Poland has been hit hard by various zoonotic diseases in the past, like bird and swine flu, made even
worse by the prominence of Poland’s agriculture. Despite the Polish government’s strides toward quick

and effective disease prevention (such as its privatization of anti-coronavirus assets to avoid
bureaucratic delays), the nation has suffered nearly 6 million COVID-19 cases and is approaching
120,000 COVID-related deaths. This makes it crucial for Poland and for other struggling countries that
the possibility of a future pandemic is totally eliminated.
Although the importance of pandemic prevention is ineffable, a quick clampdown on the industries
that originate zoonotic diseases (like agriculture, logging, and the wildlife trade) would do more harm
than good. Due to unsustainable economies which rely on these industries, imposing strict regulations
today may eventually cause businesses to shutter, create scarcity, and lose jobs, thereby possibly
aggravating issues such as starvation and poverty. The Delegation of Poland believes that before
attempting to lessen the probability of future pandemics, the U.N. should strengthen its existing
footholds in associated matters to avoid collateral damage that may otherwise occur. Following this,
stringent but necessary health and safety regulations should be set to ensure the prevention of future
pandemics. In short, although delay is never optimal, it is in the U.N.’s best interest to postpone the
prevention of pandemics until related problems are solved.

Delegation from: Portugal
Represented by: Beachwood Middle School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The current issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Vaccine Distribution and Preventing
Future Pandemics. Portugal is determined to find stable and reasonable solutions to such issues that concern
the health of citizens across the globe. Portugal is open to working with other delegations to come up with
solutions that can prevent global health crises from arising again.
I.
Equitable Vaccine Distribution
In order to combat the spread of viruses, it is crucial for there to be equitable vaccine distribution all around the
world. This is evident from the history of pandemics that have occurred in the past. For example, the polio
virus had several outbreaks across the globe, paralyzing and killing thousands, while also being dangerously
contagious. With the help of vaccine distribution, this pandemic was reduced by 99%. The 1% that still
remains today, is due to the lack of equitable vaccine distribution in more impoverished nations.
Unfortunately, this is also what is happening more recently due to the coronavirus pandemic. Impoverished
countries are facing the brunt of this pandemic due to their inability to attain an efficient supply of vaccines.
The Delegation of Portugal is determined to fight the disparity in vaccine distribution and make sure that every
country is provided an equitable portion no matter what the economic status of the country may be.
Portugal did an excellent job of vaccinating our own population, as Portugal has the highest vaccination rate at
about 86%. Virtually, every adult in Portugal is vaccinated against this deadly virus, which is unlike the
situation of any other nation. After Portugal’s success in vaccine distribution among Portugal itself, Portugal’s
main focus shifted to helping other countries receive the same success through proper vaccine distribution. The
Delegation of Portugal recognizes the privilege that Portugal has to even get ahold of vaccines, and contributes
in international efforts to distribute vaccines to countries that are not as privileged. Portugal is a donor of Gavi,
the vaccine alliance, and has donated doses worth $10,000 directed to this organization. Gavi partnered with
many other organizations and the WHO to create an international initiative, COVAX, or COVID-19 Vaccines
Global Access, which was made to provide equitable vaccine distribution globally, targeting specifically to
poor countries. In total, COVAX has distributed 738 million COVID-19 vaccines to 144 participants across the
world. Portugal is a part of the COVAX initiative, and is donating millions of vaccine doses to countries that
lack them through this program. On October 18, 2021, the Portuguese government donated 298,700 doses of
the AstraZeneca vaccine to the nation of Senegal. In addition, 400,000 doses have been donated to Armenia.
Currently, 2.7 million doses have been donated by Portugal to underprivileged countries through COVAX, and
this number is expected to reach 4.5 million by the end of 2021. The Delegation of Portugal is a part of many
efforts to encourage global vaccination, and provide vaccine distributions to countries that are in need of them.
The Delegation of Portugal recognizes the importance of proper vaccine distribution, especially in
underprivileged countries. It is essential that countries that don’t have the financial ability to access vaccines
themselves, acquire them through the help of wealthier countries. Countries like the United States, China, and
Japan have donated the most vaccine doses to impoverished countries, and countries that have benefited
immensely from these donations include Pakistan, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. But, though many
countries have benefited from the donations of vaccine doses, there is still a long way to go. The Delegation of
Portugal believes that every citizen of the world should have the opportunity to protect themselves, and
everyone around them by vaccinating at no cost, and this is only possible through the help of the donations of
wealthy nations. The Delegation of Portugal urges every wealthy country to join the COVAX program in an
effort to attain equitable vaccine distribution.

II.
Preventing Future Pandemics
Deadly pandemics are not foreign to the world, but it is imperative that future ones must be prevented through
the knowledge gained from past experiences. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in catastrophic damage
worldwide. With deaths on the rise currently, change and prevention is needed. Currently, India has the most
deaths rising at a number of 2,857,621. Countries like the United States and the Russian Federations are not far
behind. Not only is the health of the people deteriorated from pandemics, but the health of the economy as
well. Due to the coronavirus, the economy was at its worst state in 2020, since the Great Recession, which
took place in 2008. Economies worldwide are struggling with the rising issue of unemployment, which
drastically increased as a result of the pandemic. COVID-19 has shut down many businesses and opportunities
for almost everyone, and adds onto the existing issue of poverty as well. Due to the horrific effects of
pandemics, it is crucial that future ones are to be prevented at all costs for the greater good of the world.
With the world in crisis, the Delegation of Portugal is looking at ways to prevent future pandemics. Once the
current pandemic broke out, Portugal was hit hard, and 33,261 Portuguese citizens were infected and out of
them resulted in 1,447 mortalities. The Delegation of Portugal recognizes that a solid health care system that is
provided with all of the proper necessities needed to combat an outbreak is essential. Portugal’s health care
system was on the brink of destruction and chaos when COVID-19 broke out, and this must be prevented in
the future as an early precaution. In recent times, the Delegation of Portugal has looked up to Taiwan and
Singapore when discussing future pandemics. The Delegation of Portugal has already changed the procedure
opening up new infrastructure like isolation rooms and public health clinics. Another main spreader of
contagious viruses, resulting in pandemics, is the behavior of the people. These behaviors may include
drinking, attending parties with hundreds of people, and insufficient social distancing. Although these
behaviors cannot be stopped all together, in light of COVID-19, Portugal realized that it is crucial to put some
restrictions in order to stop the spread of the virus. Portugal took steps to prohibit all these acts, and also
enacted stricter border patrol, and suspending all in-person education. Vaccination is essential to save lives in
the situation of a pandemic. Portugal has noticed that in order to increase vaccinations across a population, it is
important for it to be endorsed by people who are not politicians. Vice Admiral Henrique de Gouveia e Melo,
is a military man, who is in charge of the COVID-19 vaccine rollout in Portugal. While politics were never
involved in the distributing of vaccines, more people trusted them, helping Portugal receive such a high
vaccination rate.
The Delegation of Portugal believes that a strong health care system, a government that will enforce
restrictions, and proper vaccination methods are essential in preventing future pandemics. A strong health care
system can be achieved through the help of wealthy countries donating money and resources to countries that
lack it. With every country having a strong enough health care system, they can fight a new virus in an
efficient way. With governments across the globe agreeing to enact restrictions, the early stages of a virus,
especially contagious, can also be combated in an organized way, hopefully preventing a full pandemic from
taking place. Lastly, vaccination misinformation must be abolished worldwide. Vaccination efforts mustn't
involve politicians so that people can trust them more, resulting in a higher vaccination rate. These are the
ideas the Delegation of Portugal proposes in an effort to prevent future pandemics.

Delegation: the Republic of Korea
Represented by: Beachwood Middle School
World Health Organization (WHO)
Position Paper for the World Health Organization (WHO)
The issues placed before the World Health Organization concentrate on the equitable distribution of vaccines
and preventing future pandemics. The delegation of South Korea believes that collaboration is key to dealing with
those dilemmas and looks forward to working with other delegations to help solve those issues.
I.
Equitable Distribution of Vaccines
In past and current times, the world has experienced the spread of many communicable diseases. These diseases have
been eradicated or prevented from being spread with the distribution of vaccines globally. In the past, the WHO has
led campaigns that led to the eradication of communicable diseases such as smallpox. However, there are many parts
to obtaining vaccines for a country and consequently, many problems that arise with the distribution of vaccines.
These problems have been highlighted with the current COVID-19 pandemic. Countries that lack the infrastructure to
produce vaccines or the funds to purchase enough vaccines for their citizens end up possessing fewer vaccines than
the countries with those resources. Countries may also prioritize obtaining more than their fair share of vaccines. This
concept is known as vaccine nationalism, and it stems from the mentality of thinking about vaccine consumption as a
zero-sum game. However, the distribution of vaccines is not an example of a zero-sum game because vaccination in
one country is not a disadvantage for other countries. Failure to eradicate a disease in one country affects more than
that nation. With the nature of transmittable diseases, the Republic of Korea believes that even one country that
continues to have problems with COVID-19 cases is one too many.
The Republic of Korea (ROK) has worked tirelessly to eliminate and control transmittable diseases such as measles
and tuberculosis by distributing vaccines. Their efforts have yielded positive results and the Republic of Korea
recognizes the impact of support they have received in the past as a contributing factor to their success. The ROK is
now one of the few countries that have transformed itself from an aid recipient to an aid distributor. With the COVID19 pandemic, South Korea has been similarly successful in preventing the spread of the virus and vaccinating its
citizens. While they have faced troubles such as vaccine shortages and shipment delays, over 86% of South Korea’s
population was fully vaccinated by the end of February. Furthermore, the ROK has attended summits regarding the
COVID-19 situation to help the distribution of vaccines outside of South Korea. The ROK called for improved
solidarity and cooperation among the world’s largest economies and also conversed with the president of the European
Commission in hopes to expand vaccine supplies in low-income countries by working together. Said succinctly, the
Republic of Korea plans to lessen the discrepancy in vaccine distribution by stepping up direct support for countries
that lack vaccines. Therefore, in mid-October, the ROK donated a total of 1.57 million AstraZeneca vaccine doses to
Vietnam and Thailand. With South Korea’s support, their vaccination rates have risen steadily. As November came
to a close in 2021, Vietnam’s vaccination rates more than tripled their statistics in mid-October when only 17% of
their population was fully vaccinated.
The overall problem that the world is facing with the current COVID-19 pandemic is the unequal distribution of
vaccines. The COVID-19 pandemic can only be overcome when vaccination rates go up worldwide. The ROK
recognizes the beneficial impact of donating vaccines to other countries and is pleased with the results of previous
donations to Vietnam and Thailand. The ROK plans to continue donating vaccines to countries struggling with vaccine
distribution but acknowledges that simply distributing vaccines is not a wholly effective solution. The problem lies in
the fact that many of the countries struggling with COVID-19 cases and low vaccination rates do not possess the
means to distribute their vaccine doses to their citizens. In regards to this, the ROK intends to work with the WHO in
streamlining that process by providing support to low-income countries. The ROK proposes that nations should
discuss the topic of vaccine distribution centers in cities. They suggest that countries should work to either create a
more structured system or fund more vaccine distribution centers in struggling areas with the support of more

financially well-off nations. While working to strengthen the structure of vaccine distribution centers, the ROK also
wishes to discuss the procurement of vaccines for those centers. The Republic of Korea hopes to collaborate with
other nations and reach a general consensus on how to improve those issues.
II.
Preventing Future Pandemics
In history, zoonotic diseases have greatly impacted individuals and the general public’s health. Transmittable diseases
cause over 17 million deaths per year, with around 2.7 million of those deaths caused by zoonotic diseases. 60% of
known infectious diseases are from zoonotic sources. COVID-19 is one of them, along with other well-known diseases
such as the bubonic plague, tuberculosis, and rabies. As a result, working to stop the spread of these diseases is a nonnegotiable responsibility. This can be achieved by looking at the source of these pandemics and working to reduce the
spread of future diseases. Many of these diseases have been passed on from animals to humans by way of human
influence. The most common cause of zoonotic diseases is wildlife trading, which most commonly spreads by humans
interacting with unsanitary animals. However, it is irresponsible to believe that the wildlife trade is the only cause of
zoonotic diseases. Deforestation and global warming have also played a large role in animal-originating pandemics
such as HIV, SARS, and Ebola. If habitats are kept intact, then humans and animals are kept further apart, which
lessens the risk of zoonotic diseases. Therefore, the Republic of Korea hopes to dedicate its efforts to strengthening
the failures of the past and looking forward to the future.
Like many others, the Republic of Korea (ROK) was negatively affected by COVID-19. This includes about 6 million
cumulative deaths as of March 7, 2022, and a rising number of cases as lockdown protocols are slowly being lifted.
Also, COVID-19 is not the only zoonotic disease that the ROK has had to confront. South Korea has struggled in the
past with SARS, anthrax, tuberculosis, etc. Therefore, it is imperative to discuss a solution. Spurred on by a need for
better environmental conditions, the ROK has embraced clean technology and environmental policies. According to
a 2015 report by the United Nations Climate Change Conference, South Korea is among one of the world’s leading
producers of clean technology patents. In the 1960s, the ROK launched a series of forest protection policies. About
1.4 million hectares of forest were planted to help forests recover from deforestation. The amount of forested land in
South Korea has now more than doubled in size compared to the 1950s, according to a study published in 2011. After
the devastating effects of the SARS and COVID-19 outbreaks in South Korea, the ROK created the National Institute
of Wildlife Disease Control and Prevention, a society targeted towards preventing zoonotic diseases from spreading
to animals and humans. Furthermore, the ROK has set aside 8 million dollars in financial aid towards ensuring that
livestock and other animal products meet required standards. The ROK has worked hard to identify zoonotic diseases
and respond to them quickly. They have learned that vaccine distribution is crucial to eradicating zoonotic diseases.
By focusing on controlling the spread of COVID-19, over 86% of their population was fully vaccinated against
COVID-19 by the end of February. The ROK believes that nations should take the initiative to learn from previous
zoonotic disease outbreaks, specifically the COVID-19 pandemic, and strive to prevent future pandemics.
The Republic of Korea has reacted in a positive, proactive manner to the disease outbreaks in their country known to
have zoonotic origins. However, the ROK recognizes that their efforts are not enough to fully prevent future
pandemics. In response, the ROK wants to prioritize finding and eradicating potential zoonotic diseases before they
become widespread and dedicate resources towards mass habitat restoration on a global scale. After all, those go hand
in hand; restored habitats increase animal populations that need to be monitored. It is also vital to keep citizens
informed and aware of the risk of coming in contact with possibly dangerous viruses through animals. By first creating
the measures needed to prevent zoonotic diseases in South Korea, the ROK can help others by maintaining connections
and discussing ways to gradually eliminate zoonotic diseases. In this regard, the Republic of Korea believes that
restoring lost habitats, creating more distinct boundaries between humans and animals, emphasizing the study of
zoonotic diseases, and continuing to heavily campaign for a cleaner future is imperative. The ROK hopes to collaborate
with other countries on these topics and create a sustainable program dedicated to preventing future pandemics.

Delegation from: The Republic of the Congo
Represented by: Roxboro Middle School
Delegates: Gabriel Mallamad and Trae Tichy-Yurick
Position Paper for the World Health Organization (WHO)
There are multiple issues before the delegates of the World Health Organization. Firstly, equitable vaccine
distribution for countries in need of more numerous and equal COVID-19 vaccine doses is a topic. Secondly,
preventing future pandemics for the sake of the world’s health, so that the world will never have to suffer and live
through another pandemic to the likes of the current COVID-19 pandemic is another topic.
I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

On December 31, 2019, a disease called SARS CoV-2, later renamed COVID-19, was first reported in
Wuhan, China. After that, the illness spread across the globe, and became more of a problem and priority in different
countries. Later, on March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization officially declared COVID-19 to be a worldwide
pandemic. Since then, across the world, there have been over 244 million reported cases, and over 4.9 million
confirmed deaths, according to kff.org. To combat this global health crisis, in December of 2020, vaccines were tested
on subjects in an effort to find a safe and effective antidote, and after it was presumed to be the first valid vaccine
against COVID-19. Since then, over 2.9 billion people have been considered “fully vaccinated” against the virus
globally, according to ourworldindata.org. Despite this hopeful statistic, the distribution of the vaccines across the
world is anything but equal. On top of that, the data seems to suggest a trend that more developed and economically
stable countries have the vast majority of the share of COVID-19 vaccine doses, with underdeveloped countries
lacking in proper amounts. As an example, in the Republic of the Congo, with only about 5.5 million citizens, the
country has only 2.2% of its population fully vaccinated, according to nytimes.com. The Republic of the Congo also
gained only a gross domestic product per capita of 1,972.55 USD in 2021, compared to the United States, which made
a gross domestic product per capita of 63,543.58 USD. Another example of an underdeveloped country with low
vaccination rates is Nigeria, the 7th most populous country in the world, and the most populous in Africa, with over
206 million citizens, with only 1.6% of those receiving two doses of the vaccine. Next, According to
worldmap.canadiangeographic.ca, there are 47 countries worldwide that are classified as having a “low'' human
development index score, the large majority of which are in western and central Africa. Based on this given evidence,
it is undeniable that countries that have a lower development have struggled to receive proper and adequate amounts
of vaccines in proportion to their citizens.
As an effort for an equitable and appropriate plan for vaccine distribution, on February 26, 2021, the United
Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 2565. According to un.org, the resolution is “Recognizing the role of
extensive immunization against COVID-19 as a global public good for health.” The resolution also “Stressed the need
to develop international partnerships, particularly to scale-up manufacturing and distribution capabilities, in
recognition of differing national contexts.” However, the most outstanding part of the resolution is that “It emphasized
the urgent need for “solidarity, equity and efficacy”, inviting donation of vaccine doses from developed economies
and all those in a position to do so to low- and middle-income countries and other countries in need, particularly
through the COVAX Facility — a global mechanism for pooled procurement and equitable distribution of COVID19 vaccines.” Also to consider, are the corporations and organizations that are making an effort to achieve equitable
vaccine distribution, among other things in an effort to support countries in need. As an example, there is The World
Bank’s multitude of projects to help middle-income and low-income countries receive equitable vaccination turnout.
Namely, The World Bank’s project for the Republic of the Congo has provided $11,300,000 from the International
Development Association to help the country in its struggling crisis. According to worldbank.org, “The COVID-19
emergency response project has been launched to respond to the Congolese people’s public health needs and step up
government prevention, disease surveillance, and early case detection and confirmation action.”
As previously mentioned, the Republic of the Congo is classified as a low-income country, and has an
alarmingly low rate of vaccination across its population. So, given its current conditions, the Republic of the Congo
would gladly support a program or process to distribute vaccines as effectively and efficiently as possible. However,
politics can very possibly get in the way of equitable distribution, and can interrupt the process. A country with a
surplus of vaccines which can be distributed overseas that also has tense or harsh relations with another country which
is in need of the vaccines could be reluctant or hesitant to transport and provide the vaccines to that country. Because
of this, the only real way to not have this concept become a problem is to distribute the vaccines through a politically

neutral, international program, preferably sponsored by the United Nations. To our advantage, however, there already
is a program like that, called COVAX. COVAX ensures that vaccines will be delivered swiftly, and effectively to
those who need it the most, with the avoidance of competition between countries. COVAX is bound by their principles
of equal vaccine distribution no matter the country’s ability to pay for it. The best way to ensure that COVAX is
successful in saving as many lives and as much money as possible is to not only fund it as much as is comfortable
according to each country, but to ensure that every country is connected to this program from all parts of the world
properly. So, the Republic of the Congo suggests that each country’s government should formally and officially submit
to the United Nations their wanted amount of vaccines in order to fully vaccinate their wanted population. Next, once
all of the vaccine requests have been counted, then the United Nations would try to buy that amount of vaccines from
companies which are manufacturing vaccines, which would be partially paid for by sponsoring countries. Then,
stations would be set up in every country which requests vaccines to physically deliver the vaccines to large amounts
of the respective country’s population that needs it. This whole process would be designed, prepared, and executed
through COVAX and the United Nations, to ensure that those steps are done properly and appropriately.
II.

Preventing future pandemics

In the times of COVID-19, we live in a worldwide pandemic which has ravaged the world in many ways.
For example, supply lines are faltering, there are stay at home orders, overwhelmed hospitals, and increased poverty.
According to worldbank.org, the population in poverty increased by a conservative estimate of 88 million people.
There have been many pandemics in the past, such as the 1918 flu pandemic. That virus was of Avian origin and
affected many in the world, many suspect it came out of the mustard gas of WWI. The H2N2 virus came from Asia
and has killed about 1 million worldwide, according to the CDC. COVID-19 has affected many thousands of people
on a very personal level. Many young adults have suffered damage emotionally and mentally during the pandemic.
On top of that, mass job loss and lowered wages occurred in many countries, and the pandemic has also forced people
to work from home with many childcare problems and food provision issues. In total, there have been More than 254
Million cases worldwide and 5.11 million dead according to ourworldindata.org. The pandemic has made the
shortcomings of countries show. The United States was woefully unprepared for the pandemic. Not enough ventilators
and negligence, and a delayed response. It was only declared a national emergency after 14,000 infections worldwide
and 400 in the country. Only 4 days later the number of cases surpassed 1000. About 70% of pathogens are passed
from human to animal, according to the UN.
The COVID-19 pandemic the Rep. Of The Congo is experiencing 36 new infections each day according to
reuters.com. Workplaces have remained open for most of the pandemic. Schools were closed for the beginning of the
pandemic but then 6 months later reopened. The UN has taken action for the COVID-19 response, but not much has
been done. According to un.org, the UN has an action plan and it is to deliver a global response that leaves no one
behind. To prevent future pandemics. Build resilience to future shocks, above all climate change. Overcome the severe
and systemic inequalities exposed by the pandemic. The UN says that we will need to collaborate effectively to be
able to combat a future pandemic. The UN also states that misinformation is a very big part of why the pandemic is
so bad in many places. The WHO chief states that bolder policies and more science available to the public is a way
to prevent pandemics. The response to COVID and future pandemics has WHO, OIE, FAO and UNEP. WHO states
it will increase effort in disease programmes. The UN also is seeking to prevent zoonotic diseases. The UN states that
since zoonotic diseases come from animals the food chain is a problem in spreading disease.
The Republic of the Congo would like to see better countermeasures against future pandemics. Such as
checking foods more thoroughly. We need to have more studies in zoonotic viruses and need to learn ways to prevent
them. We must be prepared with enough ventilators and enough space in hospitals. The UN should invest more into
virus recognition. If another pandemic does come, we would need to find out who is at risk and keep them safe. We
need to develop a treatment plan and vaccines quickly. Countries with high vaccination rates should be pressured to
donate to countries in need. Countries need to have a set number of cases based on their own population telling them
when to lock down. The UN should also have a reserve of ventilators or any other equipment that would help countries
during a pandemic.

Delegation from: Russian Federation
Represented by: Shore Middle School
Position paper for the World Health Organization.
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable vaccine distribution; and
Preventing future pandemics. The delegation of Russia feels that there should be equitable vaccine
distribution because it is so important to keep people protected from diseases.
I. Equitable vaccine distribution
The Russian Federation has been having deliberations for vaccine distribution for a while on the
topic but it has not really gone anywhere as far as a full solution. While other higher power
countries like the U.s and Japan are doing some things to make the distribution clear. The Russian
government has set up guidelines for it but has since failed with those guidelines. The Russian
Federation is working on it but the Russian Federation is not making it their top priority.
The policy relates to my country because it has a large population and a lot of rural areas. So it
affects it greatly because The Russian Federation needs a way to be able to get the vaccine to rural
areas because it is so distant and sometimes out of touch with the government it can be hard to
ship things there. . One of the problems is over-ordering or under-ordering, towns will order to
many vaccines and put the rest of the country behind and some will order not enough which could
mean more people can get infected. One more thing is that the Russian government has to have
the available funds for the vaccine. Does the Russian government have the money, workers, and
vehicles to transport the vaccines? Russia has tried in the past but for covid-19 the Russian
Federation made the max vaccination efforts start with only teachers and doctors. here are other
things Russia has done but most of them have failed like releasing the sputnik V vaccine which
has been proven to have bad repercussions because it was rushed to be released
The Russian Federation would like to help all of the people in the country get the vaccine and to
prevent over-buying they can average out the number of cities and add a couple of thousands. To
make it so the small towns can get the vaccines instead of the big cities over-buying it. Also, the
Russian government and countries all around the world need to make sure they have the right
planning on how to transport it and where to distribute it. The Russian Government can let the
vaccination efforts be open to everybody, and if the government can’t produce as much as people
are buying, the Russian government can raise guidelines so that there is time to make more with
fewer cases. The Russian government strongly believes that it can get vaccination efforts up.

II. Preventing future pandemic
The Russian Federation didn't seem to care as much about Covid. As time grew the Russian
Federation started to look more into preventing future pandemics. Covid is not the biggest global
pandemic; there have been older ones dating back a long time. That is why the Russian Federation
makes preventing future pandemics their biggest priority.
The Russian Federation will have some problems and some strengths with preventing future
pandemics. So the Russian federation has some strengths and problems with preventing future
pandemics.
Here’s how the Russian Federation will solve some problems with preventing future pandemics.
They can first start taking covid seriously and locking some parts down of Russia so they don’t
have to worry about the people dying of diseases. They can also start getting help from other
countries so they can act fast if another pandemic happens. That is how the Russian Federation
will solve some problems with preventing future pandemics.

-
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The Delegation from Somalia
Represented by: Monticello Middle School
Position paper for the World Health Organization
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Distribution of Vaccines and Preventing
Future Pandemics. Somalia agrees that there should be a better way to distribute vaccines and to implement
a comprehensive strategy in order to prevent future pandemics so that all people have an equal chance of
survival.
I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

There are still nations out there that cannot get vaccines, this is sad but true. The recent coronavirus
pandemic is once again exposing the challenges of equitable international vaccine distribution. As of
February 2021, around 75% of vaccinations were administered in 10 different countries while 130 countries
had no vaccines. Countries that don’t have the infrastructure or funds to produce or buy an adequate supply
of vaccines have to rely on third parties. The World Health Organization (WHO) was created on April 7,
1948. WHO works with 194 members in states, across 6 regions, with over 150 offices around the world.
WHO is working on all cylinders to coordinate and respond to the COVID-19 crisis in partnership with its
Member States. Sadly, there are still many places that also still need support. In Somalia, only 5.9% of the
population has received the covid vaccine. Like many other under-developed countries, Somalia needs
vaccines for the coronavirus.
In Somalia, there have been approximately 1,300 deaths since the beginning of the Covid 19 pandemic.
Getting more people vaccinated in Somalia will save many lives. However, Somalia has been getting Covid
19 vaccines from other industrialized countries. WHO and The Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunizations (GAVI) have both been trying to get vaccines for Covid 19 distributed all around the world
including Somalia. Unlike other countries which have embraced herd immunity, Somalia believes that
vaccinations will work better than herd immunity. However, Somalia is trying to get more people
vaccinated. A major reason that people are choosing not to get vaccinated is due to rumors and
misinformation. Due to the mistrust of the vaccine, some Somalians believe that getting vaccinated will be
more harmful than good. Some people believe that getting the Covid 19 vaccine could kill them or cause
infertility.
Somalia believes we can address some of the issues around the distribution problem by:
● Partnering with other countries to get more vaccines available to the people who need them.
● We propose setting limits on how many vaccines a country can order at a time. (To prevent waste
of the vaccinations.)
● Make vaccines more accessible to those who are isolated by the pandemic
● Providing more education regarding the Covid19 vaccine to those that are reluctant to receive it
● Share the benefits and importance of vaccinations with family members and communities
● Include Community Centers to reaffirm trust among those who are reluctant.
We believe in order to ensure the health and safety of all citizens, communication and these guidelines are
key to provide equitable distribution of the vaccine.
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II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

According to the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP), Global pandemics
usually occur every 30 to 35 years. The World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared
Covid-19 as a global health emergency on January 30, 2020, only 1 month after it was discovered!
The last major pandemic was the HIV/AIDS virus, which peaked in 2005 and killed 36 million
people! HIV/AIDS was first discovered in a man in 1959. It took over 40 years for HIV/AIDS to
become a pandemic but it only took the Covid-19 virus 20 days to become a pandemic. Covid-19
was first discovered in Wuhan, China on December 31st, 2019. By the end of March, half a million
people were infected with the Covid-19 virus, with nearly 30,000 deaths. The first case of Covid19 in Somalia was confirmed in Mogadishu on March 16, 2020. The Somali Medical Association
says that Somalia may not be able to fully recover economically due to poor working relations
between central government and federal states.
Through December of 2021(a year after the pandemic), Somalia has had 23,051 cases of Covid19 with 1,331 deaths. Combating the spread of Covid-19 in Somalia and throughout the world has
been one of the greatest challenges in our recent history. In Somalia, Covid-19 has affected travel,
jobs, the supply chain, the economy (decreased by 4%), and vulnerable groups are the most at risk
(such as the elderly, the displaced, and the poor). The federal government in Somalia relies almost
completely on donors to support civil servants and social workers. Because of Covid-19, people
can’t donate as much. The biggest source of income for the government is Mogadishu’s
international airport and its ports. Hotels and restaurants were also restricted causing loss of
income. Some believe that Somalia was the least prepared of all the countries to tackle the spread
of Covid-19. It will take longer for Somalia than most countries to recover economically from
Covid-19. Things will slowly improve when travel restrictions are eliminated and imports/exports
open back up.
In preparation and prevention for future pandemics, Somalia is proposing that the WHO establish
a program called “Pandemic Protection and Prevention Plan (P.P.P.P.).” That will:
● Establish an emergency fund - for medical supplies during future pandemics,
especially to help impoverished countries
● Establish a vaccine distribution plan that could be activated during future pandemics
● Promotes the education of preventative measures annually or as needed through virtual
discussions.
For this program to work, we need all countries to support and contribute to the P.P.P.P. This will
help prevent future pandemics from becoming as devastating as Covid-19 or past pandemics and
the loss of countless lives around the world!

The Delegation of: The Democratic Republic of Switzerland
Represented by: Monticello Middle School
Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Vaccine Distribution and Preventing Future
Pandemics. Switzerland believes that by promoting vaccination programs, creating central locations for
vaccinations and encouraging the use of preventive measures it will provide greater equitable access to
vaccines for all people wanting to be immunized and minimize the chances of a global pandemic.
I.

Equitable Vaccine Distribution

In the 20th century alone, almost half a billion people had died from smallpox. Because of vaccines, the
World Health Organization has declared smallpox to be eradicated since 1980. People may have many
reasons to not get vaccinated. For example, they could have a fear of needles, severe reactions in the past
to other vaccines, or might not trust what the government says about the benefits of vaccination. In addition,
as stated by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation for the United States Department of Health
and Human Service, “Systematic issues may limit the ability of individuals to access vaccinations… Beliefs
or perceptions may also reduce their willingness to seek out or accept vaccinations.” The first vaccine was
created for smallpox almost 2 ½ centuries ago, yet even with a vaccine’s benefits, society still struggles
with mass vaccination. Switzerland encourages other countries to get people who wish to be immunized
against Covid-19 vaccinated.
Switzerland is looking forward to working with other countries in order to fight a common battle by
providing a steady supply of vaccines to impoverished countries, distributing vaccines among more affected
populations, and giving support to vaccine research. In Switzerland, cases of Covid-19 have started to rise
since November of 2021. This caused Switzerland to suffer a shortage of vaccines. We have responded to
this issue by partnering with Moderna to get millions of doses supplied to Swiss citizens. But Switzerland
has been making vaccines readily available all year and has always encouraged vaccination for its people.
Switzerland has established an organization called the Vaccine Alliance (Gavi) in 2000, which has the focus
of getting lower-income countries immunized. The European Union (EU) already has 66.2% fully
vaccinated, which is about 300 million people (according to the European Center of Disease Control), and
also “The European Union has exported over 1 billion vaccine doses worldwide over the past ten months.
Vaccines produced in the EU have been shipped to more than 150 countries on all continents. In parallel,
more than 75% of adults in the EU have been fully vaccinated.” According to the Timeline of EU action by
the European Commission.
According to NPR Global Health, “Low-income nations still aren't getting enough [vaccines]. Analysts say
it's because wealthy countries are buying way more [vaccines] than they need.” Switzerland believes that
the World Health Organization should address this ongoing problem by:
1. Establishing vaccine centers within a walking distance in 80% of cities around the world
2. Advertising the vaccine to younger audiences via campaigns, fundraisers, media, etc.
3. Monitoring the population of individual countries to observe which countries need vaccines more than
others in order to maximize equitable distribution.

To achieve these goals, we will acquire funding and resources from the Centers of Disease Control around
the world and from pharmaceutical companies (i.e. Moderna and BioNTech) in order to advertise and
inform the many populations around the world about getting vaccinated. We will partner with these
pharmaceutical companies in order to distribute vaccines to countries in need and to make sure that
distribution will be efficient and equitable.

II.

Preventing Future Pandemics

A study shows that the probability of a pandemic with a similar impact to COVID-19 is about 2% per year,
and these probabilities are increasing. The most recent pandemic besides COVID-19 was in 2009, with the
H1N1pdm09 virus, the gap between then and COVID-19 virus is only 10 years. The H1N1pdm09 virus
was not a severe pandemic compared to COVID-19 and was officially declared over on August 10th, 2010,
but the virus still appears seasonally worldwide. Some studies say that COVID-19 virus could also become
a seasonal virus like the flu. More than 11,300 people have died from COVID-19 in Switzerland, and the
number is rising. Viruses that cause pandemics are going to always appear, and there's no stopping that, but
we can minimize the effect of the virus from becoming a world threat by providing preventive safety
measures and mass vaccination.
Switzerland’s first case of COVID-19 was recorded on February 25th, 2020. There have been upwards of
2.84 million confirmed cases in Switzerland, and outside of Switzerland, Europe as a whole has had >157
million COVID-19 cases as of March 2022, and those numbers are rising. Some people refuse to take
preventative measures like wearing masks, which is the minimum protection before a vaccine is found.
Preventative measures play a huge role in stopping the spread of a virus early in its lifespan which could
also minimize the threat of a pandemic. Switzerland has set up many websites and programs to inform
people about COVID-19 and the rules and regulations about the uses of masks. These programs
include…The website also lists preventative measures which can help fight the spread of the virus.
Switzerland believes the World Health Organization should address the following issues in front of a
worldwide teleconference of doctors:
1. Encouraging the use of preventive measures such as wearing masks in public, and hand
washing.
2. Creating a better set of protocols to better communicate effective protective measures.
3. Provide these protective measures to a broad range of people.

Position Paper for the United Nations World Health Organization
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Vaccine Distribution; and
Preventing Future Pandemics. The United Kingdom has a plan of action for vaccine disruption,
and The United Kingdom has started an international help group to get a head start on future
pandemics but they do not have a set plan yet.
I. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
When health issues such as worldwide vaccination take place, it becomes a priority to create a
vaccine. Vaccines from thenon must have equitable distribution. With other pandemics such as
polio, once vaccines were created they were quickly distributed to as many people as possible.
This is the same case with the Covid-19 vaccine.
Covid-19 struck the United Kingdom hard with over 145,646 dead and 10,515,239 total cases.
This made it vital to find a vaccine. On December 2 of 2020, the United Kingdom became the
first country to distribute an emergency use vaccination after just 7 months of a clinical trial. The
rapid rate of distribution is credited to the large quantity in which the vaccines arrived, and the
amount of people wanting the vaccine. In the UK vaccine distributions have been rolled out for
12 and up. People over the age of 40 are double vaccinated, and eligible to get the booster
vaccination. The remaining adult population being older than 18 years of age should all be
double vaccinated by January of 2022. More than 20 million booster shots and 51 million first
dose vaccinations have happened in places such as England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern
Ireland.
While the United Kingdom has provided vaccination, more can happen. The United Kingdom
hopes to continue the distribution of the vaccination to all eligible for it. With the help of The
United Nations, The United Kingdom could potentially supply vaccination for other countries.
II. Preventing Future Pandemics
How could the not just the United Kingdom, but the world prevent pandemics in the future? In
Britain, they have already started an international expert group to help prepare for future
pandemics. So to some extent, the United Kingdom is somewhat ready for future pandemics. The
United Kingdom was hit pretty hard by the Covid-19 pandemic, therefore,. The UK is
determined to not just prepare for pandemics all over the world.
While preparing for future pandemics there are many things the UK is going to need to make
sure they are prepared for. In the UK they didn't handle the Covid-19 pandemic very well early
on, a “BBC News” article reports “The government approach -backed by its scientists - was to
try to manage the situation and in effect achieve herd immunity by infection,” This is important
because it tells you how the UK had failed at the start of Covid-19 by waiting to go into
lockdown and other contributing factors. The UK is going to need to make sure they have a plan
to prevent pandemics so they succeed next time a global pandemic arises. The UK has a plan
with the National Health Security Agency, in an article from (CNBC) it states ¨The primary

focus for the UKHSA in its initial phase will be the continued fight against the coronavirus
pandemic, the government said. It will also continue to bring together agencies and expertise that
have been deployed during the coronavirus crisis, such as the U.K.’s respected genomic
surveillance capabilities, and its contact tracing network.¨
The UK is going to need the United Nations to come together and help figure out a good solid
plan to prevent future pandemics that might occur. Not only a plan for the UK but for the whole
world. The UK needs to make sure that its plan is thought upon most of the things that could
happen in a future pandemic. A possible solution could be trying to help discover new diseases
that could eventually spread more and figure out a vaccine or a solution for those possible
diseases. Although The United Nations cannot predict what could happen in the future they can
take the things that they never would've thought would happen

Delegation From: Oriental Republic of Uruguay
Represented By: University Schools
Committee: World Health Organization
Position Paper for the United Nations World Health Organization Council
The issues before the United Nations World Health Organization are Preventing Future Pandemics,
and Equitable Distribution of Vaccines. The delegation of Uruguay is prepared to cooperate
internationally to bring down COVID-19 and prevent future pandemics, as well as prevent
inequitable distribution of vaccines.
I. Equitable Distribution of Vaccines
A major issue in fighting against the COVID-19 pandemic has been equitable vaccine distribution.
Over time, it has become more obvious that certain places namely, Africa, are at a deficit of
vaccines, and the consequences are showing. In Africa, new variants of COVID-19 are showing
up because without vaccines, the virus is free to spread and mutate across the world. Many
undeveloped countries are lacking the resources to purchase the vaccines required for their
countries. There are so many problems not with just getting the vaccine, which is its own problem,
for countries lacking the financial resources, but, even when the vaccine is delivered, some
countries lack the infrastructure to efficiently and thoroughly distribute the vaccine. The Global
Vaccine Alliance was created in 2000 to prevent such things from happening and is currently
working hard and trying their best to distribute vaccines to nations who need it. GAVI has already
shipped more than 610 million vaccines, in 144 participating nations. GAVI is clearly working,
and with the help of developed nations, GAVI’s efficiency, speed, and overall effectiveness, can
be increased, perhaps enough to truly provide equitable distribution of vaccines. Uruguay supports
GAVI and other organizations working alongside them to fix the same problem.
As a country that has suffered from epidemics before, Uruguay understands the importance of
equitable distribution of vaccines. Uruguay, luckily, has had the resources and relations to get over
75% of our population vaccinated against COVID-19, a statistic not many other countries can
share. In Uruguay’s history, we have faced influenza pandemics, and the delegation of Uruguay
understands the serious effects that viruses can cause when people are unvaccinated. Uruguay
supports the WHO and hopes that this committee can find an inclusive solution that prevents the
widespread effects that pandemics have on the world, due to a lack of vaccines. The delegation of
Uruguay hopes that a solution can be found that allows all countries access to vaccines.
As previously mentioned, the delegation of Uruguay believes that vaccine distribution is a serious
world-wide problem that needs to be addressed. This issue has many things to consider, small and
large. Uruguay believes that the best way to address this issue is to come up with a set of rules,
and a plan, for both short-term and long-term reaction to vaccine deficits. This would allow the
vaccines to be responsibly distributed short-term and allow a temporary fix while preparing to
activate a long-term plan that can completely solve the problem. For the short-term solution,
Uruguay believes that the best response to an outbreak is to quickly distribute vaccines to

underdeveloped countries, while simultaneously checking the needs of every country to not over
ship to certain countries, and under ship to others. For the long-term plan, Uruguay believes that
the overall vaccine production will have to be increased to meet the needs of every underdeveloped
country. For the set of laws, Uruguay proposes that there should be a set of laws to make sure that
the distribution of vaccines is fair, and uncorrupted. All of these solutions hopefully will lead to in
the future, a world with equitable vaccine distribution.
II. Preventing Future Pandemics
The Delegation of Uruguay is in favor of countries that are working to end the COVID-19
pandemic. While Uruguay does not have a very good history with vaccination, during the current
pandemic, we are working towards complete vaccination, boasting one of the highest vaccination
rates across the world, with 76.7% of our population fully vaccinated, with 6.86 million total
vaccines given across the country. Only 35% of Uruguay’s population is vaccinated from
influenza, which shows a history of reluctance towards vaccination. However, during the COVID19 pandemic, Uruguay has shown a new eagerness towards vaccination. Now, with an above
average vaccination rate, Uruguay is a trusted source in response towards pandemics. Uruguay
believes that drastic measures must be taken in order to stop the pandemic and future outbreaks of
any virus.
In order to prevent pandemics, measures must be taken. To prevent pandemics, governments need
resources. While some countries have an extreme surplus of resources, other countries are
struggling to stay afloat. Surplus of resources should be distributed throughout countries lacking
the resources to implement and enforce safety measures, and some countries, especially in South
Africa, where COVID-19 brought down South Africa’s GDP by 7%. Uruguay has been successful
in fighting against COVID-19, with a high vaccination rate of 76.7%, more than most countries.
Uruguay strongly believes in following the International Health Regulations. While improvement
can be made, especially in the implementation and enforcement of the laws, the IHR helps protect
against things such as pandemics, by legally binding 196 countries to detect, assess, report, and
respond to public health emergencies.

The delegation of Uruguay would like to attempt to assist other countries in creating a
comprehensive solution that applies to all countries. All factors that can affect the creation and
eradication of pandemics must be considered and a potential solution must be found. Uruguay
especially wants to help support and strengthen the laws and regulation of the IHR. Supporting
these laws must come with implementation and inclusion to all countries. In order to prevent the
widespread effect that pandemics such as COVID have caused to the world’s economy, safety,
and productivity, we must continue to identify, strategize and implement best practices shared
across the world.

Delegation from: The United States of America
Represented by: Memorial Middle School

Position Paper for the World Health Organization
The topics facing the World Health Organization (WHO) are as follows; Equitable Vaccine
Distribution; and Preventing Future Pandemics. The United States (US) is committed to lowering
its numbers in the current COVID-19 pandemic. With this, the country hopes to also place
strategies to prevent the spread of the virus as well as future pandemics that may later concern the
country.
I. Equitable Vaccine Distribution
Currently, the world is experiencing a deadly global pandemic and new threats are arising daily.
With COVID-19’s latest variant known as “Omicron,” more deaths and cases pile up. Vaccines
have been proven to be a beneficial way to boost antibodies in the body. An antibody is a protein
made by the immune system to attack infections and viruses. Currently, there is a vaccine for
COVID-19 but many difficult situations emerge on being able to distribute the vaccine and store
it. As well as positively getting the United States population to take it. Data from the Mayo Clinic
shows that 94% of the world population needs to be fully vaccinated to achieve herd immunity,
which is beneficial to protect people from catching the virus itself.
The United States shows a clear standpoint on people's rights to have the choice to take the vaccine
or to refuse it. Based on intensive research and data The Delegation highly encourages its citizens
to take the vaccine. According to the U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC), approximately 59.2%
of the population of the U.S. has been fully vaccinated against COVID-19. although the U.S. can
not mandate a vaccine because it would be going against the constitutional right and amendments
for freedom of choice in healthcare. In the past, the United States had a global emergency of polio
but was eradicated due to the thorough distribution of its vaccine. The Delegation provides the
COVID-19 vaccine free of charge and occasionally offers perks to the people who take it, such as
discounts on groceries and tickets for raffles, to promote the usage of the vaccine.
The Delegation provides certain solutions to having equitable vaccine distribution, the delegation
moves to authorize minor vaccine mandates to anyone who requires the usage of public
transportation, medical facilities, and jobs who wishes to require it with the exemption of religious
conflicts and pre-existing medical exemptions. The United States is open to any suggestion and is
willing to take any feedback. The U.S. will respect all other country’s decisions that comes to
keeping their people safe.

II. Preventing Future Pandemics
The world has been experiencing global pandemics since the dawn of time, but even still each
outbreak of disease leaves the earth gasping for breath. People have come far from the Black Death
of the mid-1300s, and have thus far made major innovations in global medicine and healthcare.
But in the midst of the modern world’s most recent pandemic, known to most as COVID-19, a toll
has been left internationally on people, the economy, and overall global unity. Nations worldwide
have taken immediate action in response to this, adopting various protocols including mask
mandates, lockdowns, quarantines, contact tracing, and the thorough distribution of vaccinations.
However, the people still faced 5.16 million deaths due to COVID-19 worldwide till date, and it
is likely that the initial reaction had been taken too late.
The United States of America is rigorously working to decrease it’s COVID-19 numbers. The U.S.
leads the world in COVID-19 casualties, with approximately 773,000 deaths and 47.9 million
cases as of November, 2021. As previously stated, around 59.2% of the U.S. population has been
fully inoculated against the virus. Before the vaccination could be administered, the U.S. had
placed strategies such as lockdowns and mask mandates where it was seen as needed. Still, the
pandemic hit hard, leaving the nation with an inadequate amount of personal protective equipment
(PPE) to make up for the number of hospital patients, and a deficiency of overall hospital staff.
However, the coronavirus pandemic wasn’t the first of its kind to have been seen in the U.S. -- in
its history, the country has gone through multiple outbreaks such as the 1918 H1N1 flu pandemic,
the 2009 H1N1 flu, and the 1957 H2N2 flu.
The U.S., currently facing the issue of the current pandemic, feels the need to work further on it.
The country recognizes the need to put actions in place to prevent future pandemics, and the
importance of keeping our people safe. In doing so, the U.S. believes that being ready for future
outbreaks will prove beneficial; including having stocks of PPE kits, having a thorough
distribution of vaccines as soon as possible in the early stages of the pandemic itself, having a setaside budget, and fully equipping hospitals and caregivers with resources and supplies. Overall,
the U.S. will attempt to keep their people safe and respect other countries’ efforts to do so.

Delegation from: Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
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Position paper for WHO
The issues before the World Health Organization are: Equitable Distribution of vaccines, Preventing Future
Pandemics.The Bolivarian Republic of VenezuelaVenezuela is dedicated to solve the problem of non-equitable
vaccine distribution as well as preventing future pandemics.
I. Equitable Distribution of vaccines
Over the past 2 years the world has realized the importance of vaccines and how it can help stabilize the
spread and death toll within countries. The unfortunate situation is that although there are 254,000,000+ cases and
plenty of vaccines being produced, the distribution of them is still unjust. Fortunately we have not had many deaths
due to covid but other low-income countries have. This is because they do not have the type of money to purchase
vaccines for our population. We lost 4,734 lives to covid and had 394,061 cases, that's 1.2% of the population. The
United States, the European Union, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and Japan placed orders for vaccines
exceeding their combined populations by 1 billion doses. Maybe that has something to do with our 0.4% vaccinated
population.
Venezuela was not hit badly, but 394,061cases is not good either, but some other mid to low-income countries
were hit much harder. We have contributed $64,000,000 to COVAX for vaccine distribution. Adding on, Our president
requested $340,000,000 in frozen funds for vaccine acquisition and distribution. We really care about vaccine
distribution especially to our poorer South American/Central American counterparts such as Dominica, Saint Lucia,
and Sint Maartan. So we just really want to help out and do our part. The UN has a whole department about this, the
DOS (Department of Operational Support) based on vaccine distribution. In early March 2021, DOS acquired 2 lots
of the COVISHIELD-AZ vaccine manufactured in India by the SII (Serum institute of India), one lot of 100,000 doses
that was purchased from the manufacturer and a second lot of 200,000 doses were donated by the Indian Government.
UN Secretary-General António Guterres has said,”Defeating COVID-19, now that we have begun to have the
scientific capacity to do so, is more important than ever”, he said. “Yet progress on vaccinations has been wildly
uneven and unfair. Just 10 countries have administered 75 per cent of all COVID-19 vaccines. Meanwhile, more than
130 countries have not received a single dose. Those affected by conflict and insecurity are at particular risk of being
left behind.”
Going forward, it should be the goal of the UN to raise awareness and fund organizations such as COVAX
to continue doing the awesome work that they are already engaged in. We also encourage the UN to help organize a
panel that will help oversee the production and distribution of vaccines. The UN Security Council is also working
with COVAX to get the vaccines to countries in hostile zones that can’t access them. So they sent squads of
peacekeeping troops to say Hey, stop what you are doing. We have people sending vaccines to you guys but you need
to stop fighting because this is a serious crisis more important than fighting. Or maybe we could also order vaccines
ourselves and share with other countries. The UN could also step in and donate money because they could also share
with countries. Or they can talk to countries like America or the UK into doing more for other countries rather than
themselves. Or we could merge with other countries in South America to create a system to improve equitable
distribution of vaccines. Lastly, countries that can’t chip in with direct money can donate raw materials like vials or
syringes. Because of how expensive they are to third world countries it’s important to help out and vaccinate the
world.

II. Preventing Future Pandemics
It is very important for the country of Venezuela to prevent future pandemics. This is due to alot
environmental issues that could cause future pandemics. For example, air pollution is bad in Venezuela according to
the CIA World Factbook. This is especially important with a population of nearly 30,000,000. Industrial pollution is
a big cause of some pandemics, for example: The Spanish Flu, SARS-CoV-1. Both deadly pandemics are caused by
air pollution. Not only will it affect Venezuela, it will also affect other countries such as Bangladesh, and India. Where
air pollution is another big problem. Because India is such a big country with over 1 billion people. If another
pandemic were to happen, those big countries would spread it all over the world just like COVID-19. Many other
countries have large areas with lots of air pollution, where a virus could thrive. With every person having a GDP of
nearley 10,000 it is hard for our people to live already due to the COVID-19 outbreak. Having another pandemic
would be unfortunate.
The UN has done some things to help prevent future pandemics. For example, the Ebola virus. “WHO aims
to prevent Ebola outbreaks by maintaining surveillance for Ebola virus disease and supporting at-risk countries to
develop preparedness plans. When an outbreak is detected WHO responds by supporting community engagement,
disease detection, contact tracing, vaccination, case management, laboratory services, infection control, logistics, and
training and assistance with safe and dignified burial practices,” says the WHO. They have also done a lot of things
to help make sure that COVID-19 never comes back. The UN developed the document, “UN Comprehensive Response
to COVID-19.” It states, "The Response sets out what we can and must do to: Deliver a global response that leaves
no-one behind. Reduce our vulnerability to future pandemics. Build resilience to future shocks – above all climate
change. Overcome the severe and systemic inequalities exposed by the pandemic.” Plus, “The Response promotes
three pillars of operation: Delivery of a large-scale, coordinated and comprehensive health response.” says the UN.
We, the country of Venezuela, want the UN to help with some environmental factors. Such as:
Remove subsidies favoring deforestation, restrict private land clearing, support territorial rights of Indigenous
people
● Strengthen and enforce the existing international conventions and increase funding for programs that monitor
wildlife trade
● Have countries agree to ban national and international trade of high-risk species like primates, bats,
pangolins, civets, and rodents
● Increase education, awareness on animal handling, sanitation, disease transmission and sustainable wildlife
management and support for Indigenous people who rely on wildlife for food
By growing on all of these factors, we can greatly reduce the risk of global pandemics.
●

First, make parts of endangered habitats a protected area. Then if we increase global education around the world about
wildlife management, disease transmission ect. By doing this we could greatly reduce the risk of a pandemic. Then,
the UN can fund programs that monitor the wildlife trade. They could then ban high risk animals like bats, primates,
and some rodents. By also educating people about disease transmission, sanitation, ect, we could greatly reduce the
world wide risk of pandemics.

